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SUMMARY

An evaluation was conducted of design and construction activities
at Pennsylvania Power &.Light (PP&L) Company's Susquehanna Steam
Electric Station Unit'2 during the period of October 18 through
29, 1982. The evaluation was initiated by Pennsylvania Power &

Light Company and was conducted by an evaluation team comprised
of senior technical and management personnel from PP&L, Gilbert .

Associates, and R. K.'ssociates. The evaluation team utilized
performance objectives and criteria developed by the Institute
of Nuclear Power Operations specifically to support the Institu'te's
sponsoring utilities in this type of evaluation. The plant, which
is located on the Susquehanna River in Salem Township, Luzerne
County, Pennsylvania, five miles northeast of Berwick, will be a
1100 Kfe BWR. It is approximately 76% complete and is scheduled
to begin commercial operation in November 1984.

The purpose of this self-initiated evaluation was to facilitate
the general upgrading of this plant, and the nuclear industry
as a whole, to a higher level, of excellence in the design and
construction of new facilities. A true appreciation of this
effort can best be achieved by a review of the performance objec-
tives, the results, and the corrective actions specific to this
evaluation as contained in the body of this report.

(=-
This evaluation indicated that the Susquehanna Steam Electric
Station is being designed and built in a controlled manner. The
team searched diligently for the two-week evaluation period and
found very few significant discrepancies.

The team concluded that the project was well-run by the contractor
(Bechtel) and was being closely supervised by the owner (PP&L).
Some specific strong points were:

1. Management at, all levels from both PP&L and Bechtel was
observed to be directly involved in'he daily project
management and, in the resolution of problems.

2. A strong Quality Control Inspection Program implemented
by well-trained, competent personnel is being operated by
Bechtel and is being closely monitored by PP&L.'

~, A strong commitment to industrial safety existed throughout
the project. There has never been an accidental death at
Susquehanna. On two occasions, the milestone of one million
manhours without a lost time accident has been passed.





Cy
Several weaknesses were noted that merit prompt attention.

The installed length of electrical control cables was
observed to be consistently about 40% greater than the
scheduled .(design) length. Verification calculations have
hot been performed to ensure that the as-installed cables will
meet the design voltage limits. A Deficiency Report (Serial
0141) has been submitted by PP&L directing Bechtel to correct
this situation.

J

The initial Bechtel response is being analyzed by PPaL.
As of the date of this report, some questions remain open.
No further comment will be made until the Company's analysis
has been completed.

2. In the opinion of the evaluation team, the methodology for
documenting and analyzing nonconforming conditions found
during pipe support final QC inspections m~a not satisfy
all of the detailed requirements found in 10CFR50, Appendix
B. This program should be critically reviewed by Bechtel
and PPGL management. If, in the judgement of responsible
management, the program in fact complies, the rationale
should be clearly stated. If discrepancies exist, they
should be corrected at once. \

The hanger program has been reviewed by Bechtel and PPGL
management. The conclusion is that the program meets the
requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B. Details are found in
sections CC 5-1 and CC 6-1 in the body of the report.

3. In process inspections of pipe supports (hangers) conducted
by production supervision have not been effective in ensuring
that an acceptable product is presented to Quality Control
for final inspection. An excessive percentage of pipe
supports is being rejected by Quality Control.

Bechtel has implemented a program to upgrade the quality
of in-process inspections of pipe hangers. Details are
found in section CC 5-2 below. PP&L Project Construction
will closely monitor the progress of the hanger installations.

4, No formal project-wide program covering both Bechtel and PPGL

exists to ensure that changes to Unit One are evaluated for
applicability to Unit. Two and vice versa. (The analysis
is being made individually by the various idsciplines without
central direction.) No comprehensive set'of records exists,
showing the precise disposition of each Unit One change
with respect, to Unit Two or each Unit Two change with regard
to Unit One.





The finding is technically correct. Change applicability
between the two units .is handled by the responsible disci-
plines and no project-wide program exists. However, PPGL
has a high .degree of confidence that the functional con-
figuration of the two units is the same. This is based
upon an extensive review of all change authorizing documents
conducted over the past year, and upon the results of spot
checks such as the one made during this evaluation. in the
judgement of PPGL, it would not be cost effective to launch
a comprehensive change tracking system at this stage of the
project.
However, PP&L is in the process of upgrading the NPE
En ineerincr Procedures Manual. Specific provisions are
being included to ensure that all modifications are evaluated
for unit applicability. The mechanics of tracking the modi-
fications vis-a-vis both units for the long term are being
developed. They will be in place by the time that design
responsibility for Unit Two is accepted by NPE.
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SCOPE

The .evaluation was conducted by a team of nineteen people
headed by the PP&L Manager of Nuclear Safety Assessment.

The team.was composed of fifteen PP&L personnel and four
contractor personnel. Sixteen of the nineteen persons were
engineers. The other three were furnished by the PP&L Auditing.
Department.

Nine team members had over twenty years experience in nuclear
power, major construction or both. Seven members had between
ten and twenty years experience and the remaining three people
had between five and ten.

Twelve PP&L persons worked full time on the evaluation. The
Manager — Nuclear Fuels and System Engineering and the Construction
Superintendent-Susquehanna each contributed one week's effort and
the Auditing Supervisor contributed three days.

Consultants included" the Manager-Corporate Quality Assurance
Program, Gilbert Associates and the retired General Manager,
Production Engineering and Construction, Delmarva Power and
Light Company. The other consultants were an experienced
Quality Assurance engineer and a Quality Control Engineer who
has over thirty years experience in welding and nondestructive
examination. Both are employees of Gilbert Associates.

Two weeks were spent in preparation by the twelve full-time
PP&L employees and by the four consultants. An additional
two weeks were spent in planning and preparation by the te'am
leader and three key PP&L team members. Following the evaluation,
four PP&L team members spent one week drafting the initial report.

Susquehanna Unit Two is 76% complete. The major procurements
have been made and nearly all large equipments have been installed.
The design of the Nuclear Steam Supply System and of the Balance
of Plant is essentially complete.

The evaluation team concentrated its efforts on observing ongoing
work which could affect the quality of construction. Zn the
design area, the major activity is in hangers and small pipe
design and in implementing changes to Unit Two dictated by the
experience to date with Unit One. Considerable effort was ex-
pended in verifying that changes are properly effected in Unit
Two. A large effort was also made examining the interface between
the Bechtel San Francisco Home Office and the Resident and Field
Engineering Groups in the area of pipe hanger design verification.



Construction work observations were concentrated on hanger
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installations, welding, and cable work. Activities in these
are'as, ranging from installation by the crafts to final Quality
Control inspections, were scrutinized in detail; Other con-
struction work such as machinery alignments, hydrostatic testing,
and system flushe's, were observed as the opportunity arose.

The areas of project planning, project control, project procure-
ment and contract administration were evaluated for their impact
on the quality of construction. The evaluation team is aware of
the fact that Unit Two construction. is about ten weeks behind
the official schedule, The reasons for the delay were not
investigated. ,The purpose of the exercise was to evaluate how
well the design is being controlled and if the plant is being
constructed as the design specifies. The efficiency of the
process was beyond the scope of the investigation.

No startup testing was in progress during the two weeks the team
was on site. Therefore, analysis of the test control area was
based upon document reviews and interviews with Integrated
Startup Test Group Personnel. Some, system turnover activity
was observed.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Performance Area Organizational Structure Objective Nc. OA-1

Evaluator (s) A. Ma 'n . Miltenber er

Per formance Ob 'ctive
The owner's corporate organization and all other project orga'nizations
responsible for the design, engineering, olanning, scheduling, licen-
sing, construction, quality assurance, and testing of a nuclear plant
should orovide an organizational structure that ensures effective
project management control.

II. Scope of Evaluation

Evaluation of organizational structure involved all team members. Approxi-
mately 80 hours were expended in the evaluation. In addition to the review
of organization charts 'and policies and procedure manuals, the evaluation
consisted of interviews with senior managers, middle managers, and supervisors;
plant walk-thrus with site managers and superintendents; observation of daily
construction meetings; observation of weekly project status meetings; observa-
tion of monthly Executive Review meeting; review of various project status
reports and functional organization'eports; and review of Project Director
meeting reports.

~
~

TII. Conclusion

Results of this evaluation indicated a well-defined and documented organiza-
tional structure which was understood by project personnel.





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION.SMEARY Construction Project

MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT AND
Performance Area P Objective No.

Evaluator (s) A. Maino, J. Miltenberger

Performance Ob'ective
Senior and middle managers in the owner's corporate office,'esigner's
office, and at the construction site who are assigned functional
responsibility for matters relating to the nuclear project should
exhibit, through personal interest, awareness, and knowledge, a direct-
involvement i'n significant decisions that could affect their responsi-
bilities.
Scoae of Evaluation

This evaluation involved all team members and represented .a total of
approximately 80 hours of effort. The method of evaluation consisted of
interviews with all levels of management personnel; observation of .regularly
scheduled daily, weekly and monthly management meetings; review of various
reports and follow-up to assess resultant management action; and plant
walk-thrus with SSES site personnel.

Conclusion

(=

Direct involvement of senior and middle management personnel was evident
through regularly scheduled meetings and reports involving both PP&L and

Bechtel management personnel. This involvement included active participation
of PP&L's Executive Vice President-Operations and Senior Vice President in
the discussion and resolution of current problems.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Performance Area MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT & COMMITMENT TO QUALITShjective No. OA-I

Evaluator (s) A. Maino, J. Miltenberger

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Good Practice

Direct involvement of Bechtel and PP&L senior and middle level management personnel
was observed in daily management of the project and in resolution of problems.
(Details 1-3)



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION.DETAILS Construction Project

OUALITY
Performance Area: MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT & COMMITMENT TO Objective No. OA-2

(title)

2. Provide factual information that su orts the Performance Evaluation.
~summa

l. The evaluation teams observed a series of five regularly-scheduled management
meetings ranging from the Monthly Executive Review. involving top lev'el PP&L
and Bechtel Management to the Daily Construction meeting involving Bechtel
Lead Discipline and Unit Superintendents. Participants at all levels were
well informed. Effective communication was observed'p and down .the chain
of command.

2 ~

3 ~

Front line supervisors were very much in evidence at the various work activities.
Indirect evidence existed of strong supervision.

a. Next to zero deficiencies were observed in the administration of key
processes such as welding and quali.ty control.

b. The job site was neat and orderly.

C ~

d.

The project has an excellent safety record.

Work crews, with very few exceptions, were. well organized and
knowledgeable about their tasks.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Pro ject

THE ROLE OF FIRST LINE SUPERVISORS
Performance Area AND MIDDLE MANAGERS Objective Nc. OA-3

Evaluator (s) A. Maino, J. Miltenberger

Performance Ob'ective
The project first line supervisors and middle managers should be
qualified by 'verified background and experience and have the necessary
authority to carry out their functional area responsibilities.

II. - Sconce of Evaluation

The scope of this evaluation involved all team members for a total time expenditure
of approximately 80 hours. The majority of this evaluation consisted of interviews
with first line supervisors/managers (often associated with observation activities)
and some procedure/record reviews.

.

ZZZ. Conclusion

In general, the results of this evaluation indicate a very. good knowledge and

experience level and demonstrated direct involvement in current activities
and problems by first level supervisors and managers. However, some minor
weaknesses were identified.





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION'UMMARY Construction Project

THE ROLE OF FIRST LINE SUPERVISORS
Performance Area Objective No. OA-3

Evaluator(s) A. Maino, J. Miltenberger

ZV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding Some PPGL personnel are not able. to describe their authorities and
~ (OA 3-1) responsibilities and these are not documented in some cases.

e

Corrective Action
a

PLI-14470 contains a broad statement 'of the NPE Resident Engineering Group's
responsibilities. The Group Supervisor-Resident Engineering (referred to in
the evaluation as Resident Engineer Supervisor) is a position title in
Nuclear Plant Engineering and signature authorities are defined in specific
NPE-EPM and NDE procedures. The responsibilities for the Group Supervisor-
Resident Engineering will be more specifically delineated and will be included
,in. a procedure. This will clarify the information in PLI-14470 an make it
more readily accessible. This procedure will be issued by February '28, 1983.



PERFORMANCE EVKLI,.'.TXON DETAILS Construction P o~ ct

l. Performance Area:
ROLE OF FIRST LINE SUPERVISORS

AND MIDDLE MANAGERS

(title)
Ob jec ive No OA

2. Provide factual information that sup orts the Performance Evaluation
. ~Summa

1. The PP&L Resident Engineer'Supervisor was unable to descr'ibe his signature
authority for Nuclear Plant Engineering. A review of PLI-14470 revealed

that no signature authority was described.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project
I

Performance Area Desi n Inouts Objective No.

Evaluator(s)

Performance Ob'ective
Inputs to the design process should be defined and controlled to
achieve complete and quality designs.

II. Scone of Evaluation

The evaluation of this area, involved approximately 100 manhours of record
interviews, and observations.'his consisted of 3 days at the jobsite; 2

in the PP&L engineering home office and 5 days in'the Bechtel engineering
office: Host of this evaluation was concerned with the remaining work on
with occasional interface with completed Unit /r'1 work where this impacted

reviews,
days
home
Unit f/2,
Unit 82.

III. Conclusion
H

The engineering work evaluated under the design input area was generally
well controlled, complete to the point necessary to support the schedule
and of satisfactory quality. Some weaknesses were identified.

-
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Pro ject
'

Performance Area

Evaluator(s)

DESIGN INPUTS

R. W. McNamara

Objective Nc. DC-1

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action: Good Practices

Finding
(DC 1-1)

Preliminary Calculations are being performed in the field and
structural modifications based upon the preliminary field.
calculations are being installed. The field calculations
are not always referenced by and may not always be considered
in the final calculations performed by the San 'Francisco Home

Office (SFHO) engineering groups, (Details 1-3)

Corrective Action

Review and assessment of structures for pipe hanger loads by Civil Group is
accomplished in the following manner:

2.

An initial structural review based on individual hanger loads is performed
prior to approval and issue of the hanger to construction. This review
concentrates primarily on checking the structural members for local stresses
since all hangers on the member may not yet be known. Required minor
structural members arec~sually made on the hanger drawing as civil comments.

Global review of the structural members: is performed after the hangers
(majority) have been issued. In this review, the overall effect, of
individually approved hangers, is combined with other applicable loads
in assessing the members. Following this review, structures satisfy
FSAR requirements.

3. Final review of the structure is done after all hangers have been. installed
and the "as-builts" reviewed and accepted by project engineering. Final
modifications where necessary, are issued as civil„fixes.

Pipe hanger calculations. generated by the Resident Civil Group are,
labeled preliminary since the review is primari3.y for local effects
as described in (1) above. The calculations are processed and approved
by the Resident Group Supervisor in accordance with EDP, 4.37. After the
calculations are microfilmed, they are transmitted to SFHO Civil for
reveiw and incorporation into final calculation package as appropriate.

The preliminary calculation by'esident Civil group for hanger HRC-104-Hl,
Rev. 3 was reviewed but not incorporated into the final calculations.
The reason is that the existing SFHO calculation alieady had considered
hanger HRC-104-H1, Rev. 2 which had a slightly higher loading. To provide
documentation for the review of the RE calculation, it will be-referenced
in the final beam calculation (f93).



PERFORMANCE EVACUATION DETAILS Construction P oj.= t

Performance Area: DESIGN INPUTS

(title) Objective No. DC-1

2. Provide. factual information that sup@orts the Pe formance Evaluation
~Summa

1. Changes are being made in the field to hanger drawings,

Resident Civil Group. A review of the SFHO files and
discussions with the SFHO Civil Group indicated no
evidence that the Preliminary Claculations for Hanger
HRC-104-H1, Rev. 3, .or subsequent beam modifications,
were referenced or included in the final calculations
prepared by SFHO Engineering.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Performance Area DESIGN INTERFACES
h

Objective Nc. DC-2

Evaluator(s) P. Brady, R. McNamara, J. Owens, C. Cole, A. 'Derkacs

Z. ~ Performance Ob ective
Design organization external and internal interfaces should be
identified and coordinated to ensure a final design that satisfies
all input requirements.

ZZ. Scope of Evaluation

g

The evaluation of this area involved primarily a five-man design review
team. Approximately 70 manhours were expended in records review. As

a lead in and then follow-up to the records review, approximately 20
manhours were devoted to discussion with various levels of engineering
and supervision.

IZI. Conclusion

The majority of activity evaluated under this performance objective was

satisfactory. However, some weaknesses were identified.





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION'SUMIKRY Construction Project

Performance Area

Evaluator (s)

DESIGN INTERFACE

P. Brady

Objective Ho.- DC-2

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(DC 2-1)

Design verification interface within th'. Bechtel electrical engineering
group 'is not always adequate to assure that the installed cable is
properly sized to perform the intended design function with required
safety margin. ~ (See Detail 1)

ll

Corrective Action

On November 4, 1982, PP&L issued Deficiency Report Serial No. 0141 to Bechtel
requesting resolution of this problem. A preliminary report was received on
11'/19/82. Some issues remain open. Final disposition is expected by March 1, 1983.

Finding
(DC 2-2)

(-
I

Bechtel engineering does not utilize the actual cable length feedback
for verification of design calculations. This could result in voltages
which would not meet the design criteria. (See Detail 2)

Corrective Action

On November 4, 1982, PP&L issued Deficiency Report Serial No. 0141 to Bechtel
requesting resolution of this, problem. A preliminary report was received on
11/19/82. Some issues remain open. Final .disposition is expected by March 1, 1983.



PERFORi4!ANCE EVALUATION DETAZLS Construction Project

Pe=fonnance Area: DESIGN INTERFACES

(title) Objective No. - 00-2

2. Proviae factual information that su aorts the Performance Evaluation~guncnar

1. Installed 'cable may not be verified to meet design safety margin.

ac The Project Engineering .Procedures Manual requires that c'able
verification forms be completed reflecting the installed power
and control cables. The cable verification form requires a
check calculation to ensure that the voltage margin is adequate.

As of 10/25/82, File E2200 did not contain any cable verification
forms for power cables or control'ables. Conversations with
the Electrical Schemes L'eader and the Electrical Group Supervisor
confirmed the fact that the forms have not been completed.

b. ~A 10% margin was agreed to by Bechtel Engineering for
120 VAC contzol circuit cable airing. (Becbtel letter BLP-14924
dated 5/8/81)

Calculations performed by the evaluation team on circuits from
Electrical Schematics E 147,. Sh. 15 and E 172, Sh. 4 utilizing
the scheduled circuit lengths and Bechtel Calculation E 2010.06,
Rev. 0, dated 1/5/81 identified cases where the design was
changed but the calculations were not revised to include the
change, thus reducing the margin below the required level.

c. Cable FK250710K was re-routed. The calculation .in Electric
Schematic E 147, Sh. 15 was not revised to reflect the additional
cable lengths required by the re-route.

2. Actual cable length not used to confirm design cal'culations.,

ac Actual cable lengths are reported to San Franci.sco. In many
cases, these lengths exceed the scheduled length by a substantial
margin. (See Objective CC 4 for details)

A review of the files and discussion with the Electrical 'Schemes
Group Leader, the Circuit and Raceway Schedule Group Leader and
the Electrical Group Supervisor indicated that the actual lengths
are not being used to confirm the design calculations.

C ~ Calculations performed by the inspection team on E 147, Sh. 15
and E 172, Sh. 4 utilizing Bechtel Procedure Cal. i/E2010.$ 6,
Rev. 0, 1/5/81, showed that if the actual length were substituted
for the scheduled length,, the, design criteria would not be met.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Performance Area DESIGN PROCESS Objective Nc. DC-3

Evaluator (s ) J. dens R. NcNamara C. Cole A. e k

Performance Ob'ective
The management of the design process should result in designs that
are safe, reliable, verifiable, and in compliance with the design

'equirements.

II. Scope of Evaluation

Evaluation of this area was by the entire design team. It involved three
days at the construction site, two days at the Allentown headquarters of
NPE and four days at Bechtel SFHO. Time was divided between ch.rcussion
with project personnel, review of project records and inspections of the
work.

ZIZ. Conclusion

The design process appeared to be satisfactory. Some weaknesses were
identified.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Perforinance A<ca

Evaluator (s)

REDESIGN

PROCESSES

J. Owens

Objective Nc.

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(DC 3-1)

Adequate analysis. of the effect of changes and of the acceptability
of as-built installations has not always been made. (See Detail 1-4)

Corrective Action

Instances have occurred where design changes or as-built installations could have
been more tharoughly analyzed as to impact on design intent or criteria. However,
based on a review of the examples cited by the INPO team, it was concluded that
these are isolated cases and that the design control'process and procedures have
generally been effectively implemented.

. It should be noted that the transition to the revised Bechtel Engineering
Procedures Manual on 6/30/82 imposes certain additional design review docu-
emntation requirements for Unit 1 operating plant, Unit 2 Construction and GSA

activities. These changes include the additions of the design review require-
ments (DRR) check-list which documentsthe design review process for each DCP.

As a result, the elements of the design review process have much greater visi-
bility than was called for in the previous Engineering Procedures Manual.

Res onse to S ecific Data Items

The significance of the change in bypass valve normal position was missed
in the design review process. .A later Failure Modes and Effects Analyses
('FMEA) was conducted of the ESW system as part of an overall design review
to confirm that GE safety system support requirements were met. It is
expected that this FMEA would have surfaced the ESW single failure problem
had there not been miscommunication regarding the bypass valve normal
position (Ref.'LP-23427).

It is concluded that the design process itself was adequate, but that a
'specific breakdown occurred in this case.

2. This is an instance where a change in design was not adequately reviewed
with respect to meeting the original design inteqt. The design concept
for the drywell sump system involved the use of -4 in. level instruments
offset to accomplish the requir'ed accuracy per RG 1.45. Later changes
occurred to delete one of the sump instruments. The review of this change
did not take into account that the dual level switch design was achieving
a greater accuracy than the single switch by itself.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Prospect

Performance Avoca DESIGN PROCESSES Objective Nc. DC-3

Evaluator(s) J. Owens

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

3. It was a cohscious decision to issue certain Unit 2 .pipe support based on
similarity to Unit 1 design in the 1978-1980 timeframe. It was recognized
that all pipe supports issued in this manner would require engineering
re-evaluation. (Reference - engineering response to QAR H-72, DCC8A039912).
The re-evaluation of. phase 3 large pipe supports is'ow complete, and

pipe'upportdesign changes have been issued where required.

4. Review of this problem to date per DR 141 supports the belief that the
cables were being adequately reviewed in the design process and that the
problem is mainly one of documentation.

Finding Some weaknesses may exist in administration of the electrical
(DC 3-2) design process. (See Detail 5-8)

Corrective Action

With the exception of failure to complete the required Cable Verification
Forms, the itemscited are readily explained by circumstances which were not
known to the evaluation team. Specifically:

The ll/ll/82 printout of the OCL indicated nine (9) NCR's open in the electrical
area. investigation with Field OC showed that ~ei ht (8) NCN's actually have been
closed out though the CCL indicated that the status of these NCR's is in progress.
One NCR is still open„for Field QC concurrence; however, no SFHO Engineering
action is required for its closure.

Response to QAF 3.9-10 is in process, resolution is expected by 1/15/83.
/

The deficiency referred to in QAR-F-861 was due to the requirement that all
'class 1 drawings (electrical schematics) be issued by Unit 1 fuel load. Connection
diagrams are class 2 drawings and were issued following the effort to issue all
schematics. This QAR was written after the issuance of the. schematics but prior
to the issuance of the connection diagrams.

The cable verification problem is discussed under item 2 (DC 2-1).



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION DETAILS Cons"ruction Projec't

P rformanee Area:. DESIGN PROCESSES
(title) Objective Nc.

2. "Provide factual information that su aborts the Performance ="valuation~Summer

In January-Febr'uary, 1978, a logic'hange was made to the control
circuits of the Emergency Service Water and of the Residual Heat-
Removal ServiceWater systems.

In October, 1982, it was discovered that the existing logic arrangement
created a condition where a single failure could prevent cooling water
flow to the diesel generators.

No records could be found documenting this change except the 1978 revisions
to the logic and schematic diagrams (J-ill, J-112, E-146 and E-150).

No evidence was produced showing that any .analysis had been conducted
to ensure that the logic changes did not violate the single failure
criterion.

2. No calculation could be found supporting the design of the drywell
sump level measurement system described in Bechtel letter EMC-4152.
Startup Field Report (SFR) 2452 states that the system does not produce
the accuracy required by Reg. Guide 1.45. DCP 628 was issued on December
18, 1981 to correct the problem.

3. Quality Action Request QAR-H-72 (DC f/39912), written by Bechtel Home Office
QA and dated June 29, 1982, indicated that numerous large pipe support
drawings have been issued to construction without making backup 'design
calculations because the designs were considered to be similar to Unit One.

Calculations have not been made to ensure that cable modifications and
as-built cable installations do not degrade the design margin. See
Objective DC-2 for details.

5. 3 n onformance Reports (NCR's) are not being closed promptly. A review
of the MAPPER (MAPPER is the computer status system) log of op
showed'that 18 of the 34 open design NCR's were in the electrical
area Twelve design NCR's remain open from years prior to 1982. All
of these are in the electrical area.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION DETAILS Construction Project

Performance Area: DESIGN PROCESS

(title)
Objective Nc. Dc-3

2. T'roviae factual information that su norts the Performance =valuation

6.

4

An open QA'audit finding (3.9-10) cites'he electrical group's failure to

prepare Field Change Notices (FCN's) to follow up on Field Change Reauests

(FCR's).

7. Bechtel QA has identified a deficiency in the translation of design

changes in schematics into the applicable, connection diagrams.

(QAR-F-861, 8/3/82).

8. Cable Uerification Forms are not 'being completed as reQuired by the

Project Procedures Manual. (See objective DC-2 for details)





PERZOBMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Pro ject

Performance Area DESIGN OUTPUT Objective Hc. OO-4

Evaluator(s) C. C. Cole

Z. Performance Ob'ective
Project design documents should specify constructable designs in terms
of complete, accurate, and understandable design requirements.

ZZ. Scone of Evaluation

This area absorbed the full time efforts of one individual for the entire
two-week period. Inputs were provided by other members of the design
team and from the on-site team who ware observing the constr'uction process.'!O
Discussions were conducted with Bechte2 engineers and engineering supervisors
at the site and at the San Francisco Home Office. A sample of design output
documents was reviewed at the site, at the PP&L tGeneral Office, and at the
Bechtel SFHO.

IZZ. Conclusion

Performance in this area was generally satisfactory.





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Pro ject

Performance Area DE Objective No. ~~
Evaluator (s) A. Derkacs

Performance Ob 'ective
Changes to released project design documents .should be controlled to
ensure that cbnstructed d'esigns comply with the most recent'design..

. requirements.

IX. Scope of Evaluation

About 150 manhours were spent in evaluation of this area including:
,review of procedures, documents, and records; and in interviews of and.
discussions with PP&L, GE; and Bechtel engineers in Construction Startup
Testing, and Resident Engineering at S>squehanna SES, and engineers and
supervisors at Bechtel's offices in San Prancisco and GE's office at
San Jose.

III. Conclusion

In general, design changes on the Susquehanria SES project are well identified;
tracked, and controlled. Some weaknesses were noted.

4
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project.

Performance Area

Evaluator(s)

DESIGN CHANGES

A. Derkacs

Objective Nc. DC-5

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(DC 5-1)

No 'formal project-wide program exists to ensure that changes made
to Unit One are evaluated for applicability to Unit Two and vice-
versa. No comprehensive set of records exists showing the precise
disposition of each Unit One change with regard to Unit Two.
(Details 1-5)

Corrective Action

At the present time, Unit One Design is the responsibility of PP&L Nuclear
Plant Engineering while Unit Two design responsibility remains with Bechtel.
Nuclear Plant Engineering (NPE) retains effective control over 'the change
process because all Unit Two .changes which affect system function must be
approved by the NPE Unit Two Project Engineering Supervisor. The criterion

are that no Unit Two change will proceed'unless it has already been incorporated
into Unit One or is budgeted and has been scheduled for incorporation into
Unit One. Existing NPE documents require a review of the applicability of
each proposed change to the other unit.

Over the past year, an extensive .effort has been made by Bechtel to ensure
that the functional configuration of Units One & Two are the same. A review
of all change authorizing documentations is being performed. The review of
DCPs and NCRs is complete.

In the electrical discipline, the design changes were not made concur'rently,
but the schematic diagram for Unit 2 was updated in late 1981 so that configuration
was the same. Subsequent to this update, a tight administrative control has been
implemented by the electrical group.

In addition, each discipline is reviewing any change requested for Unit 2 to
assure, that the change was either implemented or has been committed for Unit l.

Changes identified by Bechtel are entered into the MAPPER system. This helps
ensure that the changes are properly entered into the drawings.

While it is true that no comprehensive list exists showing the disposition
of„ each change, a high level of confidence exists that applicable changes are

f
in fact being incorporated into each unit. Plans are to continue to the present
system until both units are under the full design cognizance of NPE.

PP&L is in the process of upgrading the NPE Engineering Procedures Manual. Specific
~ provisions are being included to ensure that all modifications are evaluated for

unit applicability. The mechanics of tracking the modifications vis-a-vis both units
for the long term are being developed. They will be in place by the time that
design responsibility for Unit Two is accepted by NPE.



1. Perrormaiice Area: DESIGN CHANGES

(title) 0'uj ac' ra .'iu. DC-5

2. Provide factual information that supports the Performance "-va'uat'n~Summa

Finding No formal program exists to ensure that all changes to Unit 1 are
(DC 5-1) incorporated into Unit 2 and vice-versa.

A review of existing Bechtel and PP&L instructions was made
and no directives were found implementing a program to ensure
that all changes to either unit are evaluated and incorporated
into the other unit as appropriate.

2. Interviews with management and technical personnel showed no
formal system.

3. No one in either the PP&L or the Bechtel organizatibn could
produce a comprehensive list of 'all changes that had been
made to Unit One and documentation showing their disposition
with regard to Unit Two. The same was true of Unit Two; No

list or index of Unit Two changes could be found that docu-
mented applicability and action on Unit One.

4, The lack of a central data file has necessitated numerous
reviews to ensure that changes have been properly incorporated.
Electrical Design in San Francisco recently reviewed a computer
generated list of about 680 Unit 1 DCPs for applicability to
and incorporation into Unit Two. Bechtel Resident Engineering
is currently reviewing all Unit One SFRs for applicability into
Unit Two.

5 ~ A spot check by the evaluation team indicates that most Unit
One changes have been incorporated into Unit Two. Twenty-four
DCPs, selected at random, were. examined. Thirteen of the
changes were applicable to Unit Two. All had been incorporated.
However, some holes exist. The Electrical Design Review cited.
above found 6 Unit One DCPs which were applicable to Unit Two

but which had not been incorporated. Startup Field Requests
SFRs f/45 and // 90 identify cases where the Unit Two circuit
design does not reflect the Unit One design. 'esign Change
Package (DCP) 660. 1 shows fuse (F3) on E-154, Sh. 39 as a 3

amp rating. The identical fuse is shown as 10 amps on Unit Two.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATXON SUMP'onstruction Project

Performance" Area CONSTRUCTXON ENGXHEERZHG Objective Nc. CC-1

EvaIuator (s )
J. Stefanko

X. Performance Ob ective
Engineering and design performed under. the authority of the construc-
tion organiza'tion should. be controlled as to consistency with the
basic design criteria to ensure compliance with applicable codes,
'tandards, and regulatory commitments.

XX. Scoriae of Evaluation

Approximately 40 hours were spent by one team member evaluating the small
pipe hanger design program. Small pipe hanger design has been delegated
to Bechtel Field Engineering'.

The methodology was to review the governing documents including the Guide
Manual which has been provided to each small pipe hanger design team,.
job description for key personnel, and the organization chart. Interviews
were conducted with supervisory personnel and with design engineers.

F

The process was checked by a detailed review of two series of small pipe
hanger design packages. Both packages included listings of numbers and types
of supports; initial and final locations, preliminary'calculations and
verification of calculations by Bechtel, Gaithersburg, using the ME-101
Computer Code, and final drawings issued to Installation Engineering.

A review was also made of the mechanisms employed by PP&L to monitor the
small pipe hanger program. This review was made by observing activities
in the field and at the home office and by interviewing key personnel in the
PP&L Nuclear Plant Engineering Department.

IXX. Conc'sion
The small pipe hanger design w'ork is conducted in accordance with applicable
procedures under th direction of experienced supervision. A detailed review
of two design packages indicated that the system as described was indeed
in place and was effective.

Limited, if any, monitoring of the Bechtel field engineering design work is
done by the PP&L Nuclear Plant Engineering Department.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Performance &ea

Evaluator(s)

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING

J. S tefanko

Objective iVO. CC-1

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

CC l-l Design activities which have been delegated. to the Bechtel field
engineering organization at the Susquehanna Site are not being
monitored by PP&L Nuclear Plant Engineering.

Corrective Action
0

Design activities are delegated to the Bechtel Field organization by Bechtel
Project Engineering in San Francisco, the organization responsible for detail
design of the Susquehanna Units prior to turnover to PP&L. This delegation
is accomplished by means of Specifications approved by the Bechtel Project
Engineer with the concurrence of the PP&L Susquehanna Project (i.e.,
concurrence of the PP&L Manager-Nuclear Plant Engineering.) Direct respon-
sibility to ensure that the delegated authority is properly exercised belongs
to the Bechtel Project Engineer. There have been indications from experi-
ences on the project that this review and monitoring responsibility have not
been properly carried out and Bechtel is in the process of responding to this
concern. Two senior design engineers (Group Supervisor level) have beeri
reassigned to the Field Engineering Organization to assist in the field
design effort and to ensure adequate quality and control of the design work.
Formal technical reviews and surveillance of field design activities will be
conducted by Bechtel Project engineering to ensure both techni'cal and pro-
gramatic adequacy. PP&L NPE personnel will participate in these reviews.
Furthermore, NPE will continue to evalua'te Field Engineering design activities
by monitoring results and will initiate spot checks of field design activities
to provide an in-process sample of both technical and programatic adequacy.

Field Engineering activities involve a much larger scope than design work.
While NPE is responsible for design activities on the project regardless of
where they are performed, PP&L Project Construction organization on site
maintains a day-to-day involvement and monitoring of Bechtel Construction

„ and Field Engineering activities. The staffing of the Project Construction
group is composed primarily of experienced degreed engineers who can
effectively monitor all Bechtel techn'ical activities on site.

e

The combination of all these activities will ensure adequate monitoring of
contractor field design activities.





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION DETAILS Construction Project

1. Performance Area: CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING

,(title)
Ob jective No CC-l

2. Provide factual information that supports the Performance Evaluation
~Summa

Interviews with key PP&L managers and a review of the PP&L organization
indicated that:

a. NPE.Resident Engineering at the site is committed to Unit One activities.

.b. No design engineers have been assigned to monitor the Bechtel Field
Engineering effort.

c. There are no NPE deqign engineers in Allentown committed to Unit 2

activities and problems.

d. The NPE Unit Two Supervisor has a staff of two personnel. His primary
concern appears to be schedule.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construct'on Project

Performance Area

Evaluator(s)

Construction Facilitiesu'
Saccone, Kruus

Objective Nc. CC-2

Performance Ob'ective
Construction facilities and equipment should be planned for, acquired,installed, and maintained consistent. with pro-'diect needs to support .quality construction.

II. Scone of Evaluation

Approximately 5 manhours were spent reviewing site plans and inspecting
jobsite facilitie . The'following facilities ~e inspected and evaluated:

-- Cable cutting facility;- Equipment Maintenance Shop—Hazardous Waste Facility-- Combination (Combo) Shop—Laydown area—Manual workforce changehouse

As a followup, approximately three manhours were devoted to discussions with
Contractor personnel in the area of construction facilities, .equipment, and
temporary power.

III. Conclusion

The construction facilities and equipment onsite generally appear to be located
and maintained in such a manner that they support the construction effort,
However, one area of weakness was

identified'





PEBZORHANCZ EVAi:..;; 'iG".l iT:ZA i

3.. e~xpzaance Area: onstruction Facilities and ERuiPment Qo.'ec'::.'/e io. (:C-2
(title)

i2. Provide factual information that sunoor "s ci:e Perfo-ma,. ce '= s='

ation'nit

2 480V circuit breakers must be taken to elevation 779'f the Unit l
Reactor Building for testing. This involves crossing the security barrier

between units and is very time consuming.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION,SUHMARY Construction Projec"

Performance Area CPNSTEUCTIPN FACILITIES AND,EQUIPMENT PbjbcCjttp Ão CC I
Evaluator(s) Saccone, Kruus

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(CC 2-1)

Time i's wasted transferring 480 V circuit breakers from Unit 2,
to Unit 1 for testing.

Corrective Action

Letter PCLBC-5811 dated October 22, 1982, has instructed the Contractor
to erect a breaker test area on the south end of the Turbine Building,

-elevation 729'. PP&L Maintenance will be providing the breaker'test eauip-
ment for Unit 2. As of November 18, 1982, the breaker test area enclosure
has been constructed and supplied with, a 480 V feeder. The 120 V feeder will
be completed within one week.





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUi~24ARY Construction Project

Pe formance Area Material Control Objective Na. (:g-3

Evaluator (s) J. Kruus D. Ranstrom B. Yatko

Performance Ob'ective
Material and equipment should be inspected, controlled, and maintainedto ensure the final as-built condition meets design and operationalrequirements.

II. Sconce of Evaluation

The evaluation of this area consisted of the expenditure of approximately 13
manhours in the following areas:

Inspection of warehouse facility and material receiving process.
inspection of maintenance of installed equipment.
Observation of Equipment Maintenance program.
Observation of installed equipment inspection program.

As a followup approximately six hours were devoted to discussions with various
Contractor personnel in the area of Material and Equipment Control.

XII. Conclusion

The overall program of material and equipment maintenance and control was
satisfactory. There were, however, some deficiencies. '



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Performance Area

Evaluator(s)

MATERIAL CONTROL

Saccone

Objective IIo.

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(CC 3-1)

Some ins'tailed equipment (Control Panels, Motor Control Centers,
Electric Motors ) are not being maintained in accordance withe
equipment maintenance procedures. Some are without covers, heat
or both.

Corrective Action

The individual items addressed on the detail sheets have been corrected or
resolved to the satisfaction of PP&L Construction. The Bechtel Site'Super-
intendent has issued a memo dated ll/15/82 to all Lead Superintendents -and

Lead Engineers directing them to upgrade the storage and maintenance practices.

Prospect Construction will monitor the effectiveness of the corrective action.





PERPOICNANCE EVALU"t"'Xu'L'< l'JETAZLS Const'ct'l'ro .''"cl.

1. performance Area: Material. Control
(title)

OojecV.ive etio. CC-3

2. Provide factual information that supports the Pe formance valuation
Summazv

t

l.'lectrical heaters, quartz floodlights and other electrical equipment were being .

stored outside with little or no protection. (North side of Combo Shop).

2. Heater indicating light to condensate Pump Motor 2P102A on elevation 656'f Turbine

Building was not lit.

During an inspection of installed equipment in R. B. Els. 670 and 683, 17 of 36

items were not properly maintained:

Eauiament Item 3 Elev/Area Condition

2C032
2B216
2C006
2C215A
2CB216B
2C021
2C215B
2X226
2Y226
2ATS219
2B219
2C201A
2C201B
2C221
2C246
2D254
2G202

683/30
683/32
683/32
683/32
683/32
683/33
683/33
683/33
683/33

urned over to PP&L) 670/32
670/32
670/32
670/32
670/32

n 670/32
670/32
670/32

No heat
Inadequate heat
No heat
No heat
No heat/cover
Partially covered
No cover
No heat
No heat/cover
Not covered properly
Not covered properly
Inadequate heat
Inadequate heat
No heat
No heat/cover
No heat
No heat — Generator only





1. Perrormance Area: ial Control
(tit1ej

ODjec'c i ve a<o ~ CC-3

2. Provide factual information that supports the per ormance =va1uation
Summarv

4. Control panels — 2C2273 - No heat
2COOS — no heat; sheet metal stacked against it.

Motor Control Center - MCC24246 — cover open)tom; No heat

5. Turbine - Generator dehumidifier air intake filters were dirty and in need of
replacement.

6. In place maintenance was inspected on 749'f the reactor building. The following
cabinets needed their protective covers repaired:

2C235A
2C235B
2C002
2A201
2A202
2C279





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMh~Y Construct'on Project

pe formsnce Area Cbntrol of Construction Processes Objective No. CC-4

Evaluator(s) R. Jensen J. Kruus, G. Stanley, R. Saccone, A. Maino, T. McKenney,
anscrom

Performance Ob ective
The construction organization should monitor and control all construc-
tion processes to ensure'he project is completed to design requirements
and that a high level of quality is achieved.

TZ. Sco e of Evaluation

The evaluation of this area involved primarily seven (7) people from the
evaluation team. Approximately 100 manhours were expended in observing work
practices-wt. various locations on the project. Approximately 50 manhours were
devoted to follow-up, including discussions with various levels of supervision
and in record review.

The following is a sampling of activities observed: installation and inspection
of large and small pipe hangers, cable pulling and terminations; hydrostatic
testing, system flushes, welding-and nondestructive testing, equipment align-
ment, generator and isolated phase bus erection, and 480V circuit breaker
installation and testing.

IZZ. Conclusion

;
The activities observed were performed =in a satisfactory manner. In nearly
all cases, the craftsmen performed their tasks competently. Supervision was
evident and appeared to be effective. Some weaknesses were observed.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project,

Performance Area CONTROL OF CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES Objective No. OO 4

Evaluator(s) R. Jensen, J. Kruus, G. Stanley, R. Saccone, A. Maino, T. McKearney,

D. Ranstrom

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(t.C 4-1)

Cable lengths installed in the field exceed schedule length by
an average of 40/. One cable,was 410/ of the schedule length..
Actual lengths are fed back to th'e design office in San Francisco.
Bechtel engineering does not use the actual cable, length data to
verify the design calculations. See finding DC 2-2 for discussion 4

of design implications.

Corrective Action

Equipments and systems were not always properly protected from
possible damage or contamination by nearby construction activities.

The cable length shown on the pull card is the measured-length of the run which
includes allowance for multiple pulls, terminations, etc. When the pulled
cables are cut to the proper lengths, the actual lengths on the pull cards are
not decreased by the amount cut off each end to reflect the completed length.
Project Engineering may request the final installed length if concern over
voltage drop exists after they review the measured length inputed on the pull
card. (Several such requests were received during Unit 1 cable p'ulling; none
have been received recently.)

Finding
(CC 4-2)

Corrective Action

On November 18, 1982, a memo was issued by the Bechtel Field Construction Manager to
all Lead Superintendents and Lead Discipline Engineers directing them to upgrade
the practices employed to protect installed equipments. PP&L Project Construction
will monitor the effectiveness of this action.
Finding Work was sometimes conducted using drawings that were not up to
(CC 4-3) date or which were not properly controlled.

Corrective Action

On November 4, 1982, a memo was issued by the Bechtel Field Construction Manager
directing them to upgrade the practices used to ensure that only properly
authorized drawings are used for construction. The information provided by
this memo has been incorporated in FP-G-4, Rev. 19 (approved ll/2/82). In
addition, specific corrective action has been taken by Peabody & Wind in
,response to Bechtel QAR-F-895. PP&L Project Construction will monitor the
effectiveness of this action.

-



PERFORMMCE EVALUATION DETAILS Construction Project

Per formance A ea . CONTROL OF CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES

.(title)
Objective No.

'I

2. Provide factual information that supports the Performance Evaluation
~summa

1. It was observed that the average actual length was 140% of
scheduled length. This is based on a 56 cable sample (see
attached list). Observations verified that measured lengths
accurately represent the physical length of installed cable.,'ith excess length at termination, points seldom exceeding
5 to 10 feet. If a long piece is created, it is cut off,
returned to the cutting shed; and the excess is subtracted
from the'ull card actual lengths. What scrap is generated
(approx. 3000 lb. shipped twice a month) was found to be
damaged welding or power supply cards and two to three foot
pieces of circuit cable.

The following cable ull cards were reviewed to compare scheduled
and actual (cut) lengths. (From 8/18/82 to 10/5/82)

CABLE NO.

FK2Q 6507G
NK2Q0605Z
NK2Q0606Z
RK2V4501P
RK2V4503P
RK2V4505P
RK2V4507P
RK2V4561D
RK2V4563D
RK2V565D
RK2V567D
RK2Q7002Q
NK0103B
PK2V4500P
PK2V4502P
PK2V4506P
PK2V4508P,
PK2V4560D
PK2V4562D
PK2V4566D
NK2V1652D
NK2V1653D

SCH. LENGTH

323 'ft.
53
53
96

112
94
89
94

114
104

94
395
181
111
103
114

98
139
123
139
212
216

ACTUAL LENGTH

410
70
70

155
180
160
150
155
180
160
150
560
275
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
255
255



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION DETAILS Construction Project

CONTROL OF CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES Ob 'ive No . ~ CC 4

(title)

2. Provide factual information that suoaorts the Performance
~summa

Evaluation

CABLE NO.

FK2Q6509G
FK2Q6510G
FK2Q6511G
FK2Q6512G
NKOK0506S
NKOK0506T
NKOK0506U
NKOK0506V
FK2Q4225D
FK2Q4226D
FK2Q4228D
FK2V2671D
FK2V2671F
FK2V2671J
NP2Q1184A
NP2Q1185A
NP2Q1186A
NP2Q1187A
NP2Q1188A
NP2Q1189A
NK2K0003E

G

J
L
N

NK2Q1184C
85c
86C
87C
88C
89C

NP2Y0221D
RK2Q1508F
RK2Q1508G

SCH. LENGTH

439
399
309
303

56
16
16
16

228
243
228
117
117
117
188

77
75

186
70

187
534
534
534
534
534
178

71
71

173
72

178
154
236

97

ACTUAL LENGTH

645
550
485
485
230

25
25
25

200
215
210
160
160
160
300
150
150
300
150
300
685
685
685
685
685
213
123
121
212
113
200
210
345
140





'ERFORMANCE EVALL'ATION DETAILS Construction Project

1. Performance Area: 'ONTROL OF CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES Og>ective No CC-4

(title)

2. Provide factual information that supports the Performance Evaluation
. ~Summar

CC 4-2 Equipment not always properly protected.

1. A craftsman was observed grinding a weld on the isolated phase
bus ducting. The duct was open and susceptible to contamination
from grinding debris.

2; Workers were observed walking on cable tray .2KSF02.

3. Welding activities above penetration box 103A in Area 31 on

the 704 elevation o'f the reactor building were showering sparks

in the vicinity of the open box and electrical workers.

During the wourse of pulling cables MM2Q2058P and MM2Q2058E,

part of the cables were coiled in a figure eight on the floor.
,Several workers stepped on these cables.

S. Grinding was observed above open cable tray 2MSE01. Sparks

pnd debris fell into a one-foot open section of the tray.
The tray contained cables.

6. Pneumatic tools, air hoses, and sheet metal were observed

lying on top of installed cable in cable tray 2MSK01.

7. 'Ball peen hammer and other hand tools were observed lying on

top of installed cable in cable tray F2KH38 (Reactor Bldg.
elev. 709').

8. Instruments and instrument lines are susceptible to damage

following acceptance inspection. During the course of
construction, protection is provided by shielding '-'usually
metal or plywood. The shielding is removed to facilitate
hydrostatic testing and acceptance inspections. Following
acceptance, the shielding is not replaced. Damage sometime

results. For example, an instrument supervisor pointed out
a section of core spray instrument line on the 749 elevation
of the reactor building that was damaged within 24 hours of
removal of the shielding.





~ ~ I ~ I ~

PEBPORP22lCE EVALUATION DETAILS Construction P object

3.. Perforznance Area: CONTROL OF CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES

(title3
Objective Ho.

2. Provide factual information that sua orts the Performance»valuatior
~Surmna

CC 4-3 Drawing problems:

1. HVAC subcontractor personnel were observed using an uncontrolled

copy of DCP 20022, 'Rev. 0 to lay out the location for'n anchor

bolt core drilling. Also, the required core drilling and

excavation check list was not pxesent.

2. During installation of conduit for DCP 652-4, Rev. 0, the foreman

was observed using uncontrolled copies of IDCN 81 to Dwg.

E-30-3, Rev. 3> ~nd IDCN /fl to E-33-3,. Rev. 15.

g
3. In six instances, the current revXsion of drawings was not

'being utilized for production work.





PEPZORMANCE EVALUATZON SUMMARY Cons ruc 'on Project

perfonnance Area Construction Quality Zns actions Objective No. CC-5

Evaluator (s) D Ranstrom, R. Saccone, G. Stanley, R. Jensen, C. Whirl, A. Maino

Z .. Per formance Ob 'ctive
Construction inspections should verify and document that the final
product meets. the design and quality requirements.

ZZ. Scope of Evaluation

-

The evaluation involved one evaluator full time with contr'butions from five
other evaluators. Approximately 60 hours were devoted to observing OC

inspection activities in the areas of hydrostatic testing, large and small
pipe hanger installations, installed eouipment maintenance, cable termina-
tions & welding. Another 30 hours were. spent in interviews, inspections
& training document reviews, and program procedure reviews.

ZZZ. Conclusion

The performance of Quality Control Znspectors was strong'in all areas observed.
The inspection team concluded that quality standards are being rigorously enforced.

The possibility exists that some aspects of the program for dispositioning pipe
hanger discrepancies may not meet the letter of lOCFR50, Appendix B reouirements.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUI~RY Construction Project

Performance Mea

Evaluator(s)

CONSTRUCTION OUAIITY INSPECTIONS
Oh'.

'Ranstrom, R. Saccone, G. Stanley, R. Jensen, C. Whirl

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action: Good Practices

Good Practice

The Quality Control Inspections observed were uniformly of high quality. The

evaluation team was very favorably impressed with the professionalism displayed
by the Quality Control Inspectors. (Detail 1)

Finding
(CC 5-1)

The system for documenting nonconforming conditions found. during
pipe hanger final inspections using Installation Review Forms
(IRFs) in lieu of Nonconformance Reports (NCRs) bypasses the
normal reporting and control measures associated with noncon-
formance control.

The program as practiced may not satisfy all of the detailed
requirements found in 10CFR50, Appendix B. (Details 2-3)

Corrective Action

San Francisco/Project Special Provision G-3.3 dated February 8, 1977, allows use of
a field procedure to establish a program to be used .iu place of NCR's for ~enezal

NCR's and has'een approved by Bechtel and PP&L as meeting the intent of PSP G-3.3.

The system of reporting hanger inspection discrepancies via IRF does not bypass the
fundamental reporting and control measures associated with NCR's. All IRF's .are
logged by QC and copies of IRF's are forwarded to QA for trend and corrective
action analysis. Discrepancies requiring generic corrective action are subsequently
brought to management's attention formally by Bechtel QA (e.g., QA/IOM-2320) in
addition to the informal communications among QC, Construction, Engineering and

Project Management. IRF's involving Project Engineering Repair or Use-As-Is dis-
positi'ons require Design Engineering Approval; those involving design authority
are dispositioned by Field Engineering and IRF's involving Rework or Documentation
dispositions are appropriately processed within Field Construction. (Responsibilities
normally associated with formal NCR's have been delegated by the Project Field Engineer,
Project Field Quality Control Engineer, and Project Engineer.) In addition, all
IRF's require verification and closure by Quality Control and remain part of the
permanent QC documentation. In short, all the fundamental characteristics of
nonconformance processing are reflected in the program with the exception of
tagging, which is considered inappropriate because of the construction and

cceptance status of the hangers at the time the IRF is initiated. Consequently,
he existing, program fully satisfies 10CFR50 requirements.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Per formance Area CONSTRUCTION UALITY INSPECTIONS Objective No.

Evaluator(s) D. Ranstrom. R. Saccone. G. Stanley. R. Jensen. C Whir] A Naino

T. McKearnev

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(CC 5-2)

In process and "final field" inspections of hanger installations
conducted by production personnel have not been effective in
reducing the high hanger rejection rate experienced during QC

final inspections. (Detail 4)

Corrective Action

On November 3, 1982, Bechtel Management issued a memo directing the Field
Engineering Audit Program to review hanger rej$ction discrepancies and establish
individual accountability. These data will prg,"fide a basis for specialized indivi-
dual instruction. Specific steps are as follows:

as
b.
C ~

d;
e.

Welding
Hardware
Dimension Errors
Drawing Clarification
Invalid

(W. E. )
(H.E.)
(H. E.)
(H. E.)

All P-20 discrepancies shall be classified into the following categories:

2. The items will be tracked to the Welding or Hanger Engineer who performed

the latest inspection.

3. Personnel with a higher rate of rejection will be audited by Field Engineering

Audit Team. Auditing will include observation of actual field work, review

of documentation generated by the individual, and applicable P-20 records.

An audit report will be issued detailing corrective action as appropriate.

The effectiveness of these actions will be evaluated by closely observing

the hanger rejection statistics.





PERFORMANCE EV~'~ "'IGil uE'"OILS Const':.'.ct'n

1. Performance Area: CONSTRUCTION QUALITY INSPECTION

( itle)
O'D '8C '

Yjg CC 5

2. Provide factual information that supports the Pe formanc~'aluation
'ummazv

1. Over ninety hours were spent observing inspections and auditing activities
and checking QC records. A total of 15 separate inspection activities
was observed, including: hanger inspections, cable terminations, hydrostatic
testing, maintenance, welding and non-destructive examinations.

'he

following specific points were noted:

a. QC inspectors consistently reviewed the document package in detail
before leaving for the field to make the actual inspection.

b. Without exception, the QC inspectors were knowledgeable with the
details of the procedures. A strong training program for QC

inspectors was evident.

c. Inspectors worked from the documents. Drawings, procedures and
checklists were available and were used.

d. Inspections were rigorous. In the hanger area, particularly, the
rejection rate was high.'n the opinion of the four evaluators,
(all of whom had extensive QA/QC experience) the observed rejections
were justified.

e. Instruments and gages used by QC inspectors were in calibration.
Spot checks showed that the calibration records could be traced.

f. A vigorous program exists by which the owner (PP&L) monitors the
performance of the contractor (Bechtel) Quality Control.

2. Investigations revealed that pipe hanger final inspections are being
conducted as follows:

Prior to releasing a pipe hanger for QC final inspection, Field Engineering
is performing a "final" inspection as a measure to reduce the QC rejection
rate. After the Field Engineer signs off on his "final" inspection
checklist, the hanger package is reviewed and forwarded to QC.

If the hanger is accepted by QC, the inspection'eport is signed off and
the inspection is deemed a final inspection. However, if the hanger is
rejected, the discrepancies are documented on an Installation Review Form
(IRF) as identified in Field Procedure FP-P-20 in lieu of a Nonconformance
Report (NCR) and the inspection becomes in effect, an in-process inspection.
Upon correction of the discrepancies, QC performs re-inspections. This
process'ay require several re-inspections until the hanger is accepted by
QC;



PEKPORNANCL EVAI U ~'Gi'J DETAILS Cons'uc'~ on Pro'' ct

'. Performance Area: CONSTRUCTION QUALITY INSPECTION Oo ec- >» CC-5(title)

2. Provide factual information that suooo ts the Pe +ormance Evaluation
'summa

The use of the IRF to record hanger discrepancies expedites the process
because the necessity to formally clear a large number of NCR's is avoided.
The net effect is that the physical work is being properly done before the
hangers are accepted. However, the high visibility given to defects and
subsequently to the development of corrective action to prevent recurrences
by following the NCR process has been eliminated with the use of the IRF.

The evaluation team is concerned that the current practice may not meet
the leter of 10CFR50 Appendix B, Criteria XV and XVI as evidenced by the
following:

3 ~

o Hangers identified as discrepant in IRF's are not being physically
identified as such. As of 10/26/82, 202 open IRF's existed. No

nonconforming material tags'were observed affixed to the hangers.

o No evidence was found of any systematic evaluation of the discrepant
conditions by either QC, QA, .construction, or engineering to initiate
corrective action and to prevent recurrence.

The following observations concerning implementation of Bechtel Field
Inspection Manual Procedure 6-3, Rev. 6 and Project Special Provisions
SF/PSP 6-3.1 through SF/PSP 6-3.11 with respect .to the hanger program
are considered pertinent.

a a Thh use of 'the IRF to document nonconforming items is not addressed
within FIM'-3 nor is there adequate procedural guidance within
FP-P-20 as to when a Nonconformance Report (NCR) is to be utilized
in lieu of the IRF for hanger nonconformances.

b.— Hold tags are not being affixed to nonconforming items (Reference
FIM 6-3, Paragraphs 4.4 and 7.3)

Ca No evidence exists that the Project Field QC Engineer is evaluating
each IRF for the need to initiate a Management Corrective Action
Request (MCAR) per Bechtel Nuclear QA Manual Section V, Number 10
(Reference SF/PSP G-3.5, Rev. 0)

d. No evidence was found of any evaluation of nonconformance either
by QC, QA, Construction, or engineering to initiate corrective
action to prevent recurrence of the nonconforming conditions
(Reference FIM 6-3, Paragraphs 4.10.1 and 4.10.3)





PERFORMANCE EVAIi".'i'IO<'J DETAILS Construct'on P oj

l. Performance Area: CONSTRUCTION QUALITY INSPECTION Oo jec ve No CC(title)

2. Provide factual information that supports the Pe formance Evaluation
~summa

e. IRF's are not being distributed to:

1. PP&L QA for all "repair" and "use as is" dispositioned
nonconformance per FIM G-3, Paragraph 4.9.2.

2. The organization responsible for 'the activity which caused
the nonconformance to enable initiation or corrective action
per FIM G-3, Paragraph 4.10.1.

3. Bechtel QA for their evaluation and initiation of corrective
action to prevent recurrence per FIM G-3, Paragraph 4.'10.3.

4. During the four week period ending '10/26/82, a total of 141 hangers was
released to QC for final inspection. During the same period, a total of
116 Installation Review Forms was issued by QC identifying unacceptable
conditions found during final QC inspections. Note that the 116 IRF's
do not necessarily apply to the same 141 hangers released to QC. However,
the comparison is reasonable and the implied re')ection rate is 82%.

Final hanger inspections by Quality Control Inspectors are conducted
by well-trained, well-qualified personnel who carefully follow documents
and check lists. The inspection team observed a sufficient number of
QC inspectors in action to be satisfied that quality standards are indeed
being rigorously enforced. Inspections observed included hydrostatic
testing, hanger acceptance inspections (large and small pipe), welding
NDE, radiography, cable termination, welding fit up and equipment mainte-
nance. An over-inspection of Bechtel QC work by PP&L QC personnel was
also observed. All were professionally dope.

"Final field" inspections of two small pipe hangers by a field engineer
were observed. In contrast to the QC inspectors, who, without exception,
carefully followed the check lists and used the drawings extensively,
the field engineer performed the inspection from memory. After the
inspection had been completed, he checked off and signed the check list.
At no time did he carefully review the check list. He did occasionally
refer to the drawing.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION DETAiLS Construction P object

4
1. Performance Area: TR ~"AL TY I Objective No. CC-(title)

2. Pr'ovide factual information that supports the Performance Evaluation
~Summa

The observed sample of final field inspections was too small to be
meaningful. However, the following statistics are of interest. A

sample of 24 Installation Review Forms (IRF's) was reviewed. (Data
are found under objective CC-6). A total of 116 discrepancies was noted
on the IRF's by the guality Control inspectors. Of these, 50 were either
weld discrepancies or dimensional discrepancies. Finding this type of
nonconformance requires no esoteric knowledge of quality control standards.
It does, however, require careful attention to detail. The statistics
support the observation that rather casual field inspections by production
personnel are fairly common.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construct'on Project

Performance Area Const uct' e t've A'cti s Objective No. CC-6

Evaluator(s)'. Ranstom, C. Whirl

Performance Ob ective
The construction organization should eval'uate audits, inspections,
and surveillances; process replies and follow-up; and take corrective
'action to prevent recurrence of similar problems.

\ J

II. Scotje of Evaluation

The evaluation of this performance objective involved the accumulation of
applicable data during the evaluation of Construction Quality Inspections
(CC-5) and Corrective Action (QP-4) with only approximately 6 hours spent
exclusively evaluating this performance objective. QC/QA deficiency reporting
mechanisms and Construction responses were reviewed to evaluate Construction's
attention to timely resolution and action taken to minimize or prevent repetition
of problems. (See CC-5 and QP-4 for related evaluations.)

e

III. Conclusion

The Bechtel program of corrective action to items identified via Nonconformance

Reports (NCRs) was found to be functioning well. Some weaknesses were observed
in other areas.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Per fo~ance Area CONSTRUCTION CORRECTIVE ACTION objective Bo. CC-6

Evaluator(s) D. Ranstrom, C. Whirl

IV.. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(CC 6-1)

The current use of Installation Review Forms (FP-P-20) to
document hanger installation deficiencies found during QC

final inspections in lieu of the Bechtel NCR (FIM procedure
G-3) does not ensure timely tracking and close out of the
conditions, trending for generic problems, and reporting of
problems to upper management. (See evaluation details 1-4).

Corrective Action

This finding essentially repeats finding CC-5. The response to CC-5 noted
the fact that IRF's are being logged by Quality Control and that all of the
essential elements of nonconformance processing are in place. It also notes
that Bechtel and PP&L analyzed the situat'ion and made a joint decision that
nonconformance tags would not be used for routine hanger problems.

PP&L Project Construction is closely monitoring the Bechtel hanger program.
While it is true that the tracking mechanisms are not as formal as those
used for NCR's, an effective program to identify and correct hanger problems
is in existence. It is important to note that the ishue raised here is not
the quality of the final product. ~ The issue is the formality of the corrective
action process. In the opinion of Project Construction, a reasonable balance
exists between productivity and formality. Project Construction will continue
to monitor 'the hanger program on a daily basis.

Finding
(CC 6-2)

Bechtel Quality Action Request's (QARs) issued by QA to solicit
corrective action from Bechtel Construction and/or QC are not
being responded to in a timely manner to provide either interim
or final corrective action taken to resolve the conditions
identified. (See evaluation detail 5)

.Corrective Action

Investigations and action necessary to respond to QARs is initiated immediately
upon their receipt by both Field Engineering and Quality Control. Tracking of
these items, including regular followup is accomplished via FP-G-6. The nature
of a few of these items does not permit a quick response or corrective action,
and often the people responsible for action will not respond until corrective
action is complete.'n order to improve the timeliness of responding to future
QAR's of this nature, a Bechtel Interoffice Memorandum has been issued (11/18/82),

I advising responsible personnel to provide a response to all QARs by the required
date and to state when corrective action(s) will be complete if the action cannot

f be complete at the time the QAR is due for response. The effectiveness of these
actions will be evaluated during the course of normal Quality Assurance Audits.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION'UMNARY Construction Project

Performance Area CONSTRUCTION CORRECTIVE ACTION Ob jective No. CC-6

Evaluator(s) D. Ranstrom, C. Whirl

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

With reference to the specific items cited, the following is the current status:

QAR-F-792:

QAR-F-834:

Response submitted 11/13/82'

Response submitted 10/13/82. This response was rejected
by QA/IOM 2336. An additional response will be provided
upon review of this rejection.

QAR-F-835: The original draft response was lost, a response is presently
being prepared again.

QAR-F-859: Response submitted ll/2/82

QAR-F-871: Response submitted 9/17/82

QAR-F-874: Response submitted 11/5/82

Finding
(CC 6-3)

Bechtel Construction has not taken sufficient corrective action
to eliminate the cause of repeated violations of the installed
equipmerit maintenance program. (See evaluation details 6-7)

Corrective Action

The following activities have been initiated to eliminate future repeated violations
of storage and maintenance procedures:

l. A new Lead Storage & Maintenance Engineer has been 'assigned to the group
and given specific direction to ensure prompt followup on all storage
discrepancies identified;

2. Daily review of discrepant storage conditions by the DSC originators
with the superintendent responsible for correcting the condition.

3. A letter has been issued by the Bechtel Field Construction Manager
(dated ll/15/82) to inform and to re-emphasize to all personnel the
responsibilities for Storage & Maintenance.

4. Presentations are planned 'at various discipline training sessions to
educate all field engineering personnel on Storage & Maintenance
procedures and to encourage reporting of discrepant conditions as
soon as discovered. These sessions will be completed by December 31, 1982.

PP&L Project Construction will'monitor the effectiveness of these corrective
actions.



PERPORi43Aif C" EVIL'"'IOi4 DETAILS Constrs ction P oi=

1. Performance Area: CONSTRUCTION CORRECTIVE ACTION

(title)
Gbgecr ive. Nos CC 6

s

2.- . Provide factual information that su riorts the Performance =valuation
~Summa

Bechtel QC final inspections of pipe hangers are being documented on

Installation Revi.ew Forms (IRFs) in accordance with Field Procedure

FP-P-20 in lieu of Nonconformance Reports. The use of these IRFs is
bypassing the established nonconformance reporting, trending, and control
processes because FP-P-20 does not require:

a. Logging of IRFs to enable tracking
b. Items found to be nonconforming to be tagged or segregated
c. Trend analysi.s of deficiencies and subsequent reporting to

upper management

2. Discussions with Bechtel QA and Field Engineering personnel responsible

for control of IRFs revealed that no formal tracking mechanism is currently
employed.

3. A review of all IRFs issued as of 10/26/82 on both small and large pipe
han'gers revealed a total of 452 IRFs had been issued with 202 of these

still open. This indicates a large number of nonconforming items in the

field that are not physically identified as nonconforming.

4, A review of 12 closed IRFs issued between 8/13/82 and 10/12/82 identified
the following nonconformances:

No.

No. of Dis-
crepancies
Noted

told
Disc.

Dimen.
Dicer.

Ske tch
Discr.

Nisc.
Dicer.

GBC-201-8 (H298)
H213-SP-DCA-228-16 (H5045)
SP-DCA-236-6 (H5006)
HRC-216-1(H2)
GBC-201-4 (H297)
GBC-201-10(H36)
SP-DCA-222-3(5011)

'CA-217-3(H5004)

GBB-210-H21
GBB-202-2 (6)
HBB-213-l(H13)

9
3
4
8
5

15
2.
2
4

"4

9
2

1
1

'

1
2
1

3

1
'.2

1
1

1
2
1
6
3
5
1
1
1

2
1

1
2
1

12 67 15 15 24 13





PERFORMANCE EVALl';ATION DETAILS Construction P oject

l. Performance Area: CONSTRUCTION CORRECTIVE ACTION

(title)
ODjec7-i.ve No ~ CC 6

2. Provide factual information that suooo ts the Performance Evaluation
~Svmma

On 10/28/82 an additional sample of 12 recent IRFs were reviewed and revealed.

the following:

No.

No. of Dis-
crepancies
Noted

Meld
Disc.

Dimen.
Dcsert

s

Sketch Misc.
Dicer. . Dicer.

HBB-208-l(H10)
HRC-224-1(H5)
HBB-213-(HS)
GBC-205-1(H6)
GBB-202(H51)
HRC-201 (HS)
HBB-210 (H30)
HRC-233-1(H4)
GBB-210-1(H27)
HBB-247(H52)
DBB-221-2(H23)
DCA-208-1(H3)

.8

4
4
4
4
1
1
2
1,
8
8

4.
2
1
1

"1
,

2

1 1 '5

4 4

12 49 11 9 24 5

This review indicates recurrence of problems similar to those identified in ~hc

original sample of closed IRFs.

5. A review of quality Action Requests issued by Bechtel QA revealed the

following remain unresolved. by either Field Construction or QC as of
10/19/82:

Ori inated Res onse Due Date

6.

QAR-F-792
QAR-F-834
'QAR-F-835
QAR-F-859
QAR-F-871
QAR-F-874

2/24/82 3/24/82
5(ll/82 5/26/82
5/14/82 5/28/82
7/30/82 8/16/82
9/1/82 9/14/82
9/10/82 9/20/82

During an inspection of installed equipment maintenance in R.B. Els.

670 & 683, 17 of 36 items were not being properly maintained:
(Bechtel QC is formally reporting .this condition.)





PEDFORNANCE EVAl,!'; IUll UETAIi.S ( ons uc Lol '~!.o~'"'"u.

Performance Area: Construction Corrective Act 0'o-'ecI: ~ '/e No ~ CC
(title)

2. Provide factual information that suoaorts tne Pe ormance Evaluation
~summa

con'

Equip.
Item No.

Elev./
Area Condition

2C-032
2B-216
2C-006
2C-215-A

*2CB-216-B
2C-021
2C-215-B
2x-226
2y-226
2ATS-219
B-219

2C-201-A
2C-201-B

*2C-221.
*2C-. 246

2D-254
2G-202

683/30
683/32
683/32
683/32
683/32
683/33
683/33
683/33
683/33
670/32
670/32
670/32
670/32
67 0/3'2
670/32
670/32
670/32

No heat
Inadequate heat-intermittant exposure

'No heat
No heat
No heat-no cover
Partially covered-not sealed
Not covered

, No heat'o heat-not covered
Not covered properly
Not covered properly
Inadequate Heat - bulb in
one compartment only
No heat
No heat-not covered
No heat
No heat-generator only

*Addressed previous week.

7. A review of Bechtel QC initiated weekly inspection reports
covering the inspection of installed equipment maintenance over

a 4 week time period and an interview with the lead Mechanical

QC engineer in charge of equipment maintenance inspection indicated

that equipment maintenance deficiencies are not resolved in a

timely manner by Construction personnel. Numerous weekly inspection

t d Inprocess Rework Notices indicated that the same

maintenance deficiency is encountered and reported y
'

.b xns ection

personnel 2 or more consecutive times.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Const uc ion Project

Performance Area Test E ui ment Control Objective Nc. CC-7

Evaluator(s)

Performance Ob'ective
Measuring and .test equipment should be controlled to support
construction'testing effectively.

II. Scone of Evaluation

The evaluation of this area consisted of the expenditure of approximately eight
manhours in the following areas:

Witnessing the calibration of ASME pressure g'age's.
Inspection of the Instrument Calibration Lab.
Review of calibration procedures.
Observing use of calibrated instruments in tests.

As a followup to these observations, approximately five manhours were devoted to
discussions with personnel responsible for the use and calibration of test equipment
and calibrated tools.

III. Conclusion

The majority of activity evaluated under this performance objective was
satisfactory. However, one area of weakness was noted.



PERE'ORtMNCE EVIL,i'=. '.ON SUHl1ARY Cons" ruction ==o-'e.:-:

Per or~ance ~ea TEST EQUIPMENT CONTROL Objec" ive '.~o. CC-7

=«valuator (s ) Saccone

IV. 'reas of wea3cness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(CC 7-1)

Calibrated instruments/tools are not all being returned to the
Instrument Calibration Lab by their expiration date.

Corrective Action

Quality Control furnishes a list of items that are overdue for recalibration.
Field Engineers and Superintendents are notified by the Office Engineer of
tools that are approaching the date when recalibration is required. Field
Engineers and Superintendents are also notified of calibrated tools that
were not returned for recalibration by inter-office memo and corresponding
form issued by the Office Engineer. This is followed up until the required
action has taken place.

These actions, initiated only about,a month previous to the audit, have

ignificantly reduced the quantity of equipment overdue for calibration;
( t nd we feel these actions will continue to reduce the tardiness in the

return of such equipment for recalibration. We do not expect, however,
to reduce the unreturned quantity to "zero", since a calibrated tool may

legitimately be used up until its expiration date.





Saccone SSES

rr.onnance Area: Test Eauinment Control("i- e)
vo e' I=:.. CC ~ 7

Provide factual information that. supports the Per orna=.ce =;a'~..a-'.".
~Summa

Calibrated tools/instruments are is'sued and signed for by Bechtel
Superinten-'ents.

Recall sheets kept in the Instrument Cal'ibration Lab indicated that
the tools/instruments are not always returned by the expiration date.

On 10/26/82 it was noted that for the period from 10/10/82-10/25/82, 20 tools
and/or instruments vere in the field beyond their expiration dates. Eight of
these 20 were torque vrenches.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Const=uction P oject

Performance Area

Evaluator(s)

Industrial Safet
Entire Team

Objective Nc. PS-1

Performance Oh'ective
The construction site industrial. safety program should achieve
a high degree of personnel safety.

II. Scoae of Evaluation

The evaluation of this area was performed by all members of the team. The
observations were made during walk-throughs of the pla'nt and support facilities
and during the course of observing construction activities. Specific att'ention
was paid to "Control of Hazardous Material — Fire Protection — Rigging and Lifting
and Housekeeping."

In-depth interviews were conducted with the Safety Supervisor and others from
the above-noted activities.

~

~

Safety related documentation was reviewed including" Safety Meeting agendas
and attendance lists, accident records and trend analysis and safety procedures.

III. Conclusion

i.
The plant's safety record has been 'good.
of one million manhours of work without a
Safety has high visibility and an overall
minor violations were observed indicating
100% effective.

On two (2) occasions, the milestone
lost time accident has been passed,
commitment to safety exists. Some
that the program is not always



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Projec

Performance Area

Evaluator(s)

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

(See next page for list)
Objective No. PS-1

IV; Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

The following good practice was noted:

A strong commitment to safety was observed. The project has compiled an

impressive safety record. On two occasions, the milestone of one million
manhours without a lost-time accident has been passed. There has never

been a fatal 'accident at Susquehanna. The following findings are, in the

opinion of the evaluation team, exceptions to an excellent program. They

highlight the adage that "Eternal vigilance is the price of safety."
(See Detail 1)



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUGARY Construction Project

Performance Area INDUSTRIAL SAFETY Objective No. PS-1

Evaluator(s) T. McKearney, J. Kruus, J.'Shana, R. Saccone, P. Brady, J. Stefanko,

ensen A Derkacs C. Cole C. Whirl, G. Stanley

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(PS 1-1)

Conditions exist in the Hazardous Waste Storage area that can.
contribute to unsafe conditions as noted below:

a. Access not controlled .except on day shift.

b. Gates in fence have been removed.

c. There is no phone in the area to summon aid in case of
emergency.

d. Waste oil storage tanks are in close proximity to heavy crane
lifts. Failure of the crane could result in rupture to the
tank and allow stored oil to leak into the sediment pond.
(See Detail 3)

Corrective Action
P

A space allocation request has been filed by PP&L Project Construction to upgrade
the hazardous waste storage area. The above problems will be corrected when
funding is authorized by the General Office. Action will be taken by Dec. 31, 1982

Finding
(PS 1-2)

Personnel safety procedures are not always strictly adhered to.
Nine (9) examples of personnel failing to wear protective equip-
ment (safety glasses and hard hats) were noted. (See Detail 2)

Corrective Action

By frequent walk-through inspections of all construction areas, the Safety
Department enforces personnel safety procedures. Personnel who fail to comply
with protective equipment requirements are instructed immediately to adhere
to the prescribed safety procedures. Diffident and/or consistently negligent
individuals are subject to formal punitive procedures.

Finding
(PS 1-3)

Some facilities were not maintained in accordance with good safety
practices. Nine (9) examples of tripping hazards, protrusions
into walkways, and inadequate lighting were noted. (See Detail ~)

Corrective Action

- Procedures regarding unsafe practices such as tripping hazards, protrusions into
walkways and inadequate lighting are focus of attention at numerous safety meetings
and walkthrough inspections. During construction activities, occasional violations
of these procedures are necessitated by the nature of the work being done. Any

unsafe practices noted by the Safety Department in walkthrough inspections .or

reported to the Safety Dept. by other personnel are promptly corrected.



PERFORMALLlC EVM UiXTXON DETAILS
F

Construction Pro ject

Per rormance Area:, 'NDUSTRIAL SAFETY

(title)
objacaaua wu. ss-a

2. Prov'e factual information that supports the Performance Evaluation
~Summa

l. A strong commitment to safety was observed.

at

b.

A monthly safety inspection of the project is made by the Insurance
Underwriters, the Pennsylvania Hanufacturer's Association. The

durati.on is normally l~< days. A formal exit intervi.ew is conducted
and a formal report is issued. PP&L and Bechtel respond to the
report findings in writing.

PP&L Project Construction conducts a daily safety and housekeeping
inspection. Two persons are employed full time every day on this
task.f The assignment is rotated among the engineers and construction
inspk tors.

,
c. Bechtel employs a full time safety staff of nine people including

two nurses and a paramedic.

d. Bechtel conducts a weekly safety meeting for supervisory people.
An evaluation team member attended one of these meetings and

observed that it was well conducted.

Observations were conducted of many construction activities. Industrial
safety requirements are well covered by procedures and policies; however,

a limited number of personnel were observed not conforming to procedure

requirements.

a ~ Electricians were noted meggering a cable, without first checking
to ensure that the circuit was not energized.

b. The Combo Shop and Reactor Containment areas are posted as requiring
"Eye Protection." Other areas in the plant are posted as requiring
"Ear Protection."

o Personnel were observed not wearing eye protection during CRD

flush inside the containment.

o Three (3) pipefitters were observed in the Combo Shop without

Eye Protection.

-
o Several pipefitters were observed in the containment without

Eye Protection.





PERFOBMANCE EVALUATION DE AZLS Construction Project

Performance Area: INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

(title 3

Objective No.

2. Provide factual information that suoaorts the Performance =valuation
~aummar

Ca

o Craft personnel working on the reactor feed pump lube oil flush
were observed without Ear Protection.

r

Most areas of the plant require that Hard Hats be worn.

o 3 electricians were observed without hard hats in the area under

the reactor pressure vessel.

o Welder was observed grinding on a flexible expansion )oint without
hard hat. He was wearing safety glasses.

d. Unguarded openings on the floors require barriers or safety chains.

-
o An open grating near the>RHR heat exchanges was observed without

the required safety chains.

e. Flushing procedures require posting of the activity area, the signs are

designed to control access- and provide warning to others of the

exi.sting hazards.

o Adequate warning signs were not posted in the vi.cinity of a

CRD flush.

3 ~ Shortcomings on Physical Facilities were noted.

o Lack of emergency telephone in the Hazardous Waste Storage Area.

o Lack of access control to Hazardous Waste Storage Area.

Waste oil storage tanks not enclosed or located in a manner that
would prevent leaks from going into the sediment pond.

Lack of safety marking on 2xl's on floor grating used as temporary

piping supports presents a tripping hazard.

Lack of safety marking on pipe protruding through the floor presents

tripping hazards.

Welders failing to erect protective barriers around work area that

would prevent welders flash.

Lack of adequate lighting in several areas.



Coldest'otion

1. Performance Area: INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

( itle)
vo e-"'e ' PS-1

2. Provide fact ual information that suopo ts the Pe fo"mance '=valuation
. ~Summa

0 Electrical cables (welding and power) running across floors presents

a tripping hazard.

0 Craftsmen observed working without adequate protective gear on

ventilation in areas where point fumes are present.

The following housekeeping deficiencies, were noted:

The exit door from 4 KV Switchgear Room Elevation 719 was blocked

by a tool box.

0 15 to 20 trash bags observed. in the entry to the drywell.



PERFORMANCE EVAZUATION Stiiy!lARY Construction Project.

Performance Area p
' p a Objective No. 'PS-2

Evaluator (s ) B. Yatko, H. Palmer 'M. Mormak

Performance Ob 'ective
Project plans. should ensure completion of the project to the highest
indu'stry standards by indentifying, interrelating, and sequencing
the tasks of the project organizations.,

I

II. Scoae of Evaluation

The evaluation involved three individuals who spent approximately 31 manhours.
The evaluation consisted primarily of interviews of Bechtel field personnel
and PP&L scheduling personnel (General Office, Integrated Startup Group
and Field Schedu3.ing). Reviews of project scheduling techniques and various
detailed schedules were performed.

The investigation team is aware of the fact that the Unit Two Construction
Project is about ten weeks behind schedule.

The reasons for this, delay were not investigated. ,The purpose of the
~ exerci'se was to evaluate how well the design was controlled and if the
plant is being constructed as the design specifies. The efficiency of
the process,-was beyond the scope of the investigation.

III. Conclusion

-
The methodology for scheduling appeared to be satisfactory. Nothing was
found that adversely affected the control of the design or the quality of
construction.





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SPRAY Construction Projec

Per ormance Area

valuator (s )

Pro'ect Control

B. Yatko

Objective Na. PS-3

Performance Ob'ec ive
Project scheduling and work planning and coordination should ensure
that the objectives of the project plan are met through effective
and 'efficient use of project resources.

Scope -of Evaluat'on

This evaluation involved primarily one individual who spent approximately
10 manhours. Methods of tracking and reporting construction progress on
both the project and system schedules were reviewed. Members of the
evaluation team attended PP&L and Bechtel. scheduling status meetings.

*PP&L and Bechtel methods for cost control were reviewed; particularly
as they relate to identifying and reporting deviatdons from current plans.

C

III. Conc lus ion

Project scheduling work planning and coordination appeared to be satisfactory.
h



PERFORMANCE EVALUATZON SUMMARY Construe 'on Project
1

Performance Area. Pro'ect Procurement Process Objective Hc.

Evaluator(s) B. Yatko

Z. Performance Ob ective
The project procurement process should ensure that eauipment, materials,
and services furnished by suppliers or contractors meet. project
requirements. e

ZZ. Scope of Evaluation

Evaluation of this area was,performed by one team member who spent eight manhours.
The major procurements at Susquehanna have been made and for the most part, the
equipment has been installed. This investigation concentrated on field procure-
ment. Particular emphasis was placed on determining that only properly approved
suppliers were used for "Q" listed products. Field purchase orders were also
checked for compliance with the requirement to report defects in .accordance with
10CFR-21.

I

ZZZ. Conclusion

This activity appears to be satisfactory.





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Performance Area .Contract Administration Objective Nc. PS-5

Evaluator(s) B. Yatko

Performance Ob'ective
Methods for administering and controlling contractors and suppliers
and for managing changes to their contracts should ensure effective
control of per formance. k

II. Scone of Evaluation

Evaluation of this area was performed by one team member who spent'our manhour
with Bechtel subcontract administrative personnel discussing how quality contro
and quality assurance requirements were addressed in subcontract documents.
Other topics included the engineering approval process for subcontractor changes
and the approval and incorporation of financial changes.

C'onclusion

This activity appears to be satisfactory.





PERFORMANCE r~ALUATION SUP24ARY Construction Project

Performance'rea 'ocumentation Management Objective Nc. PS-6

Evaluator (s) B. Yatko, A. Maino, C. Whirl, D. Jensen, R. Saccone

Performance Ob 'ective
The management o f pro ject documentation should support the e ffective
contro'nd coordination of project activities and provide a strong
foundation for the documentation/information requirements of the
plant's operational phase.

II. Scoae of Evaluation

Evaluation of this area was essentially performed by one evaluator but
all team members provided inputs resulting from their. respective evaluation
areas. Approximately 70 hours were expended in observing work practices;
discussions with supervisory personnel; discussions with craftsmen, engineers
and inspectors; and in reviewing records. The t'echnique utilized in performing
this evaluation was to observe construction work in .progress and note the
documents being utilized, followed by discussions with personnel involved
with the use or control of these documents, and then checking with appropriate
Document Control Status lists to ascertain the latest applicable revisions.

4

III.. Conc'sion
Essentially, Document Management on the project was found to be satisfactory.
There were, however, a number of weak areas that need further attention.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project.

Performance Area

Evaluator(s)

DO'CUMENT MANAGEMENT

B. Yatko, A.- Maino, C. awhirl, D. Jensen, R. Saccone

ZV, Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices
Finding
(PS 6-1)

Managers and Supervisors are. not always enforcing requirements
for the control and use of appropriate design documents during
construction. Several'instances were identified where drawings
used for construction were either uncontrolled copies, were not
for construction use as defined by procedure or were not the latest
design revision. (See Evaluation details 1-3)

Corrective Action

A memo dated November 4, 1982 was issued to remind personnel of drawing
control requirements. (Refer to response to CC 4-3). PP&L Project Construction
will monitor the effectiveness of this action.

Finding
(PS 6-2)

Procedural control of interim revisions to Field Procedures needs
to be strengthened. No time limits, or number of interim memo

revisions to procedures is specified before the revisions must be
incorporated. As a consequence, many revisions have not been
incorporated for periods of a year or more with one revision
being outstanding for 2~< years. In addition, the memo index
utilized to advise users of applicable memo revisions was found
to b'e in error in two cases. (See evaluation detail 7)

Corrective Action

A review of all Field Procedures was begun during the first part of October
to incorporate interim revisions that had been issued for a significant
period of time and had not been incorporated through regular revisions to
the Field Procedure. In the future, the following guideline will be used
for revising a Field Procedure to incorporate interim memo revisions which
were not incorporated through regular revision:

a. Revise .Field Procedure to incorporate all outstanding interim memos

after a period of one (1) year from date of issue.

b. Revise Field Procedure after five (5) interim memo revisions have
been issued.

The interim memo index has been checked for accuracy and the necessary
corrections have been made.

'I





P ERFORMANCE EVALUATTON SUM4fARY Construction Project

Performance Mea DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT Objective Hc. pS-6

Evaluator(s) B. Yatko, A. Maino, C. Whirl, D. Jensen, R. Saccone

XV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Prac ices

Revision. to FP-P-1 incorporating the interim memos is now approved. Revision
to RP-P-15 will be made after approval of an:in-process interim memo revision.
All other Field Procedures referenced were already in the cycle for approval
of the revisions incorporating the interim memo revisions. I

Finding
(PS 6-3)

Pro'cedural definition is needed to describe the usage and control
of the "MAPPER" and "SYSTEM 38" Systems presently utilized for status
reporting of design documents, equipment status, etc. Numerous in-
stances of inaccurate or incomplete data have been identified and
the relationship of the two systems is not'efined. (See evaluation
detail 8)

Corrective Action

The following documents define the use and control of the two systems:

SYSTEM 38

Supplier Document Register ADP (3;40-1) Rev. 1
ADI (3.4. 1) Rev. 1

Bechtel Design Documents ADP (3. 3) Rev. 0

MAPPER

Project Configuration Management Procedures
Manual Revision dated 11/8/82

,The project recognizes that inaccurate data exist in'MAPPER and a continuing
program exists to review and correct the data. The recent issuance of the
Project Confgguration Management Procedures Manual is one outgrowth of the
program to achieve accurate MAPPER data. We believe the data is 95-98%
accurate and the effort to achieve greater than 98% is not cost effective.
We acknowledge a Drawing Control Log problem that is currently under investi-
gation by the Configuration Management Supervisor. We expect this problem
to be resolved by 12/31/82.

-



.PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Performance Area

Evaluator (s)

DO UMENT MANAGEMENT Objective Nc. pg 6-

B. Yatko, A. Maino, C. Whirl, D. Jensen, R. Saccone

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(PS 6-4)

A number of design documents in the PP&L General Office were found
which lacked applicable design change attachments (DCN's, FCN's &

FCR's). (See evaluation detail 6)

Corrective Action

The specific discrepancies have been corrected. The problem of timely receipt
of design documents has been discussed with the Bechtel Project Administrator
SFHO and with the Bechtel Site Print Room Supervisor.

(
Finding
(PS 6-5)

1

The current Bechtel Project Administration Program for
the'istributionof design documents for both plant site and the

PP&L general office is not ensuring that the issued documents
are being received by the appropriate personnel. (See evaluation
detail ll)

Corrective Action

A desk procedure has been implemented to resolve this issue. Transmittals
are processed daily and filmed. Monthly a. list of missing „(unacknowledged)
transmittals is prepared and sent to the client and field to verify receipt.
A followup is done if required.



PERPOFRDANCE EVALI.:."."ION DETAILS Construction P object

l. Performance Area: DOCUMENTATION MANAGEMENT

(title)
Objective No ~

2. Provide factual information that suono ts the Performance Evaluation
~summa

During observation of electrical conduit installation, the foreman was utilizing
two uncontrolled copies of Interim Drawing Change Notices (IDCN's). The foreman

indicated that controlled drawings are not being updated frequently enough to

support construction schedules. This position was supported by'the Seismic

Support Engineer who added that the field work locations are the last. to

receive updated design documents. Also during an observation of a layout for
core drilling for anchor bolts (by HVAC subcontractor Peabody & Mind), an

uncontrolled copy of DCP 20022 Rey. 0 was being utilized;

-

2.'uring observations of various work locations, 11 instances of drawings

identified as "Record Copy" were being utilized for construction. The

current Field Procedure provides for utilization of "Record Copy" for
construction but does not allow the use of drawings identified as "Record

Copy." Some examples. are drawings:

a. SP-HCV-233-3, Rev. 6R1

b. SP-DCA-237-5, Rev. 0

c. SP-DCB-212-11, Rev. 0

d. SP-EBC-203-1, Rev. 0

e. SP-GBB-211-1, Rev. 4R1

f. SP-HCC-232-6, Rev. 2

It is further noted that some of these deficiencies were previously
identified in Bechtel's QA Audit PFA 9-2-12 Finding QAF-2, dated 8/30/82.

3. Observ'ation of various work locations resulted in the identification of six
instances where the current revisionsof drawings were not being utilized.
These included electrical drawings used in conduit installation, drawings

in production files, drawings utilized for hanger installation and drawings

utilized by the ductwork subcontractor.

4, Five instances were noted where Field Change. Requests (FCR's) and Field

Change Notices (FCN's) were not incorporated into drawing revisions in a

timely manner. Bechtel Procedures EDP 4.62, MED 4.62.0 and EDPI 4.62.1

requires FCR's & FCN's be incorporated into drawing revisions no later
than 90 days after issue. The following instances were noted:



PERFORMANCE EVALI..'r".ION DETAILS Constr ct'on P object

l. Performance Area: DOCUMENTATION MANAGEMENT

(title) Goqeccive Nc. PS-6

2.. Provide factual information that supports the Per formanc Evaluation
~summa

~Drawin
E

E-33-3
E-25-1
E-32-3
E-32-3
E-33-1

Revision

16
1

15
15
19

Date

8/11/82
8/11/82
8/20/82

FCR/FCN

FCN f/E-1074
FCR 8D-5080
FCR ffE-2146
FCR ffE-5659
FCR 8E-3080

Date

12/10/79
11/17/81.
02/18/82
08/25/81
07/14/80

5 ~

6.

In addition to the FCR'/FCN' not 'being incorporated in drawing revisions
within 90 days, it was also noted that, in most cases, drawings had been
revised. since the applicable FCR/FCN was issued but did not include incor-
poration of the subject field changes. The Supervisor of Print Control
stated that the untimely incorporation of FCR's, FCN's and DCN's is a

common practice and has existed d'or the five years he has been involved
with the project.

In a review of documents utilized by QC Termination Inspection p'ersonnel,
FCR 8E-7749 issued 10/8/82 was not referenced on or attached to Connection
Diagram /!E-354-2, Rev. 7.

In a review of 47 drawings located in the Nuclear Plant Engineering Section
of PP&L's General Office 17 were found to lack attachment of applicable
design change documents (DCN's, FCN'.s, & FCR's). Examples of these are:

~Drawin

E-25-7, Rev. 11

E-27-4, Rev. 28

C-1138, Rev. 10
C-1193, Rev. 6

C-368, Rev. 6
E-30-3, Rev. 18

A licable Desi n Chan es Not Attached

FCN 8E-2824 dated 03/29/82
FCN f/E-2481 dated 06/23/82
FCN ffE-1739 dated 07/07/81
FCR ffE-3191 dated 08/ll/80
FCR f/E-3200 dated 08/11/80
FCR fIC-4065 dated 02/02/81
FCN fIC-769 dated 07/16/82
FCN 8C-787 dated 07/27/82
FCR 8C-5443 dated 04/23/82
FCN f/E-3647 dated 08/10/82
FCR i/E-7563 dated 08/04/82



PERFORMANCE EVM,l,'c'."'ION DETAILS Construe" ion Pro j

1. Performance Area: DOCUMENTATION MANAGEMENT

(title)
oh~ective iso. PS-6

2. Provide factual information that su ports the Performance =valuation
~summa

7. The Procedure for revision of Field Procedures (FP-G-1) is weak in that it
does not provide for timely incorporation of interim memo revisions into
procedures. Also, there is evidence that the contrpl of interim memos

is not always effective in providing procedure users with latest memo revision
status. Ha)or observations are as follows:

am

b.

There are currently 20 unincorporated interim memos, affecting'l
different Field Procedures, which are more than one year old. Of

these, four (4) apply to FP-E-7; three (3) apply to FP-E-2 and

FP-.G-19; and twcI,(2) apply to FP-E-8 and FP-P-l.
it;

There are currently four (4) Field Procedures which have five (5) or
more unincorporated revision memos. These are:

r

1. Ten unincorporated memos on FP-E-2.

2. Eight unincorporated memos on FP-E-7.
3. Seven unincorporated memos on FP-P-11.
4. Five unincorporated memos on FP-G-26."

In the most severe case, the ten memos affecting FP-E-2 involve 15

pages that must be used along with the basic procedure.

c. The three oldest unincorporated revisi.on memos have been outstanding

for two years or more, as follows:

1; Memo dated 03/05/80 against FP-P-15

2. Memo dated 09/22/80 against FP-E-2

3. Memo dated 11/26/80 against FP-E-.2

d. 'Control of interim memo revision status to advise users of latest
outstanding memos is accomplished by issue of a Memo Index which

is issued to all controlled manuals. A random sampling of approxi-
mately 50% of the procedures against the Memo Index dated 10/07/82

revealed the following discrepancies:

l. Memo revision dated 07/29/82 against FP-E-8 is not listed on

the index.

c
2. Field Procedure FP-C-4 Revision 7 was issued on 10/01/82 and is

so identified in the procedure index dated 10/01/82. However,

the memo index still lists memo of 10/31/80 against procedure

revision 6 as outstanding.





PERPORi41ANCE EVALl..'i:.TION DETAILS Construction Pro~

'.

Performance Area: DOCUMENTATION MANAGEMENT

(title) Oo jective No PS-6

2. Provide factual information that su ports the Performance EvaluationSumm~

8. Bechtel Engineering utilizes a computerized printout ("%&PER") as the
official Document Control Register for the Project. In addition, a
computerized Design Document Register (System 38) is utilized by Project
Administration for control and distribution of design documents. No

procedures exist to define the use and control of either system or to
define their relationship.'echtel Field. Document Control personnel perform
a comparison evaluation between the two systems every six months and this
activity was observed during this. evaluation. The review revealed numerous
instances of outdated information on the "MAPPER" System. In particular,
large numbers of DCN's which had already been incorporated in the drawings
are being listed as unincorporated by "MAPPER". Also "MAPPER" lists
drawings which do not exist as evidenced by the "K&PER" printout of
09/15/82 which lists drawings f/25-8 and 51 through 66. The inaccuracies
of the "~i PER" Drawing List were previously identified by Bechtel QA

Audit PFA 9-2-12 in finding QAF-3, dated 8/28/82.

In a discussion with PP&L's Supervisor, Nuclear Records System at the
General Office it was acknowledged that MAPPER" is the official Document
Record, but its effectiveness may be degraded due to the errors which have
been identified.

9. A review of Bechtel's procedure for control of documents issued to PP&L

and Bechtel Field personnel indicated that Bechtel Administration Depart-
ment Instruction 3.10.1, Revision 2, Figure 1 was being utilized.'his
procedure identifies. forms BTP and E15 for use in transmitting corres-
ponden'ce. However, these forms are also being used for transmittal
of project documents such as Drawings, Specifications, Material Requests,
Purchase Orders, etc. It is not clear as to whether this procedure
applies to documents or only to correspondence.

10. In the above review, it was noted that neither Form BTP nor E15 are
included as exhibits in the Bechtel Administrative Department Instruction
Manual.

Bechtel Project Administration personnel are required to perform audits
of transmittal files every 30 days to assure that acknowledgement receipts
have been received from document recipients. These audits are not being
performed at all. Therefore, no assurance is being provided to indicate
that designated users of controlled documents are in fact receiving them.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUHh~Z Construction Project

Performance Area Quality Programs Objective No. QP-1

Evaluator (s) C. Whirl, A. Haino

Performance Ob ective
The quality assurance program scope, content, and applicability should
be appropriate, defined clearly,.and understood..

ZI. Score of Evaluation

The evaluation included Bechtel and PP&L QA program documents and supportive
procedures covering activities performed by site and corporate organizations.
Approximately 32 manhours were expended in discussions with quality assurance
management and in reviewing program documents and records.

III. Conclusion

The majority of activites evaluated under this performance objective objective
was generally satisfactory. Weaknesses were identified that xndicate a need
for additional procedures.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUKMRY Construction Project

Performance Area

Evaluator(s)

UALITY PROGRAMS

C. Whirl A. Maino

Objective No.

ZV.'reas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(QP 1-1)

Not all activities being performed under the Bechtel
quality program are adequately addressed in procedures
and instructions; (Details 1-2)

Corrective Action

(Detail 1)

A revision to Field Procedure FP-M-4, for Field Design of Seismic Class 1

HVAC Duct Supports was approved on 11/2/82 which resolved this issue.
This revision contains a form used to identify duct support modifications
and also a log for control.

Note: An informal punchlist is initially used by Field Engineering to
identify remaining work activities to the subcontracts department. Any
unresolved items are added to the official room'urnover punchlist in

accordance with field procedure FP-G-24 (Facility Turnover) at the
appropriate time.

(Detail 2)

The Quality Engineering group does not need formal procedures for monitoring
project operations as it is not part of the Quality Assurance Program.
The group operating under the direction of, the Project Engineer, monitors
engineering activities against procedures to anticipate problems and correct
them before they become significant. This is a service to the project,
and as such, it must be kept flexible and informal. We see no need nor desire
to develop procedures.

Finding
(QP 1-2)

Not all activities being performed under the PP&L quality
program are inadequately addressed in procedures. (Detail 3)

Corrective Action
'he

function of the PP&L Construction Surveillance Group has been added. to
Rev. 2 to NDE QA 1.1.1, Charter-Nuclear ualit Assurance.



PERFORMANCE EVALU'TION DETAILS Construction Proj

1. Performance Area: QUALITY PROGRAMS

(title) Object 3.ve Lllo

2. Provide factual information that sup@orts the Performance "-valuation
~Summa

1. No procedure to address the,'generation and control of punchlists
issued by Bechtel Field Engineering-Seismic Support Group to identify
deficiencies in HVAC supports found during engineering walkdown of
installed supports. A similar condition was reported by Bechtel QA
via QAR-F-834.

2. Bechtel Quality Engineering is performing monitoring act'ivities of
Bechtel Engineering for compliance to the Project Engineering
Procedures Manual and Engineering Department Procedures Manual without
procedural guidance'for the scheduling, performance, reporting and
followup of such activities.

3. The PP&L Senior Project Engineer-NQA Construction Surveillance is
responsible for providing surbeillance over Bechtel's QC activities.
This organization consists of approximately 25 PP&L and subcontract
personnel and represents a significant portion of the Nuclear Quality
Assurance Groups total on-site personnel'ssociated with construction
activities. Although this position is shown on the latest issued
organization chart and has existed since 1980, the duties, responsibilities,
and authorities of this organizational unit are not defined in PP&L's
Quality Assurance Manual, Nuclear Quality Assurance-Procedures, Nuclear
Department Instructions or NQA Charter.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Performance Arha Program Implementation

Evaluator(s) C. Whirl, D. Ranstrom, A. Maino

Objective Hc. QP" 2

Performance Ob'ective
Quality assurance and quality control .functions should be performed
in a manper to support and control the quality of the project
activities.

ZI. Scope of Evaluation

c

The evaluation included Bechtel QA, Bechtel QC, and PP&L QA organizations
at the plant site in corporate offices, as well as the GE QA site organiza-
tion. Approximately 90 manhours were expended in observing inspection and
auditing activities, in discussions. with numerous OC and QA personnel and
managers, and in reviewing associated program documents.

ZIZ. Conclusion
P

The activities checked under this performance objective were found to
be satisfactory.





PERPOP%QlCE EVALUATION .SUMMARY Construction Project

Performance ~ea
1

Evaluator (s)

Inde endent Assessments

C. Whirl A. Mai o

Objective No. (}P-3

Performance Ob 'ctive
Management should provide an effective, independent assessment of
project activities affecting the quality of the project.

*IX. Sco e of Evaluation

The evaluation included Bechtel and PP&L QA auditing activities by both
site and home office organization. App'roximately 24 manhours were devoted
to discussions with various levels of supervision and management and review
of quality assurance and independent audit reports end associated followup
documentation.

III. Conclusion

The activities evaluated under this performance objective were found to
be satisfactory.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATZON SUMMARY Construction Project.

Performance Area Correctiv'e Actions Qhjectiue Ãa. QP-4

Evaluator(s) C. 'Kiri

Z. Performance Ob 'ective
Conditions requiring corrections or improvements should be resolved
in an effective and timely manner.

ZZ. Scone of Evaluation

The evaluation involved primarily one evaluator with input from two
others. Approximately 20 hours were expended in reviewing Bechtel
Quality Action Requests, Nonconformance Reports, audit reports,
and trend reports both in the field and at the corporate headquarters.

Conclusion

Bechtel QA's audit and trending programs appear adequate to identify
quality problems that require corrective action. However, in some cases,
the corrective action program could be more effective. PP&L needs to
develop and implement a trending program to identify quality problems.



PERFORMANCE EVALUAT1ON SUMMARY Construction Project

ormance Area

Evaluator(s)

CORRECTIVE ACTION

C. Whirl
Objective Nc. ~p-4

ZV.'reas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(QP 4-1)

Corrective action responses for quality problems identified by
Bechtel QA are not always furnished in a timely manner. Also,
the Bechtel program does not provide guidance on what'action is
to be taken by QA (i.e., issue memo to project management, issue
MCAR, issue stop work) when required corrective action responses .

are not received by due date. (Details 1-4)

Corrective Action

Delinquent open items are currently brought to management's attention
through the "Delinquent Open Items Report", which becomes part of the
"Quality Assurance Activity Report." This report is issued monthly and
is distributed to upper management personnel on the project such as the
Project Manager, Quality Assurance Manager Projects, Chief Field Ouality
Control Engineer, Field Construction Manager, Project Engineer, etc.
This is the method prescribed by Program to provide Quality Assurance
followup for overdue open items (see OADM, Section C. No. 9) .

Further, the Bechtel Program does provide for the issuance of an MCAR when
repe'ated failures to implement corrective action by the commitment date may
contribute to a failure of the quality program (see NQAM, Section V, No. 10,
Paragraph 2.5.c) ~ „

Finding
(QP 4-2)

Bechtel's trending program does not include Installation Review
Forms (IRFs) and Quality Action Requests (QARs). (Detail 5)

Corrective Action

The Bechtel Quality Assurance trending pxogram currently addresses trending
of QARs for design deficiencies (See QADM, Section', No. 20). Installation
Review Forms are not part of the formal QA trending program. Ho~ever, they
are reviewed and analyzed by production personnel. The basis of finding
QP 4-2 regarding IRFs was observation of the hanger program. 'Subsequent
to the INPO evaluation, a joint effort was instituted by Bechtel and PP&L
to identify znd correct problems with hangers. A Bechtel Hanger Program
Manager has been named and .he has been provided an assistant from PP&L.

. These persons are conducting a detailed analysis .of the reasons hangers
are being rejected. This analysis includes review of the IRFs for trends
and for root causes. Initial results are encouraging. The hanger reject
rate has been improved. PP&L Project Construction will monitor the effective-

~ ness of this program.





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

I

ormance Area

Evaluator (s)

CORRECTIVE ACTION

C. Whirl

Objective No. ~p-4

IV. Areas 'of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(QP 4-3)

PP&L has not implemented a formal trending program to
identify quality problems. (Detail 6)

Corrective Action

42 EQ A * * 31,~
Reoortin of ualitv Assurance Status states that NQA-Supervisors are
responsible'for reporting to the Manager-NQA on a monthly basis, the
status of QA activities, including the development of any quality trends
that may affect program effectiveness. Tend analyses are performed and
frequently appear in the Quality Assurance Monthly Report. However,
no -definitive instruction for trend analysis exists. NQA hag been
aware of this need for some time and is developing a trend analysis
program as resources permit. Completion is expected by April 30, 1983.



PERFORMANCE "VAi.v)'s"'Xu'al UETAXaS Const'et'n Pro ! '~'t

Performance Area: Corrective Action
(title)

Ob jec' ve No. QP-4

2. Provide factual information that sum@orts the Performance '-valuation
~summa

1. A review gf the Bechtel NCR Log'on 10/19/82 revealed the

following issues NCRs had not.been dispositioned:

NCR I
8997
9009
9178

3/24/82
3/30/82
4/29/82

2.

3.

3/24/82
5/26/82
5'/28/82
7/22/82
8/16/82
8/20'/82
9/14/82
9/20/82,
10/8/82
10/15/82

2/24/82
5/11/82
5/14/82
7/8/82
7/30/82
8/2/82
9/1/82
9/10/82
9/10/82
10/6/82

QAR-F-792
QAR-F-8 34
QAR-F-835
QAR-F-851
QAR-F-859
QAR-F-860
QAR-F-871
QAR-F- 87 4
QAR-F-875
QAR-F-88 4

The following Bechtel QA audits reveal evidence of untimely

corrective action by actionee in that as of 10/20/82 no response

was received by QA:

A review of open Bechtel Quality Action Requests (QARs) issued

by Bechtel QA to identify quality problems and solicit corrective
action revealed the. following remain unresponded to by actionee

as of 10/19/82:
Res onse Due date

OAR 5

4.

5.

-

PFA 16.1-10, QAF 4 response due 8/20/82
„,PFA 19.3-7, QAF 1 response due 9/17/82

PFA 19.2-8, QAF 4 response due 9/10/82
PFA 9.2-11, QAFs 1-12 responses due 9/24/82

Te ec e ch B ht 1 orrective action program does not provide guidance

h t a tion is to be taken by QA (i. e. issue memo p j
management, issue MCAR, issue stop work) on items requi ''rin
corrective ac z.on rest espons'es that are overdue from the actionee.

h B ht 1 trending program does not include Inprocess Rework

Notices (IPRNs) Xnstallation Review Forms (XRFs) and Q
'ualit

Action Requests (QARs)



PEBZORHANCE EV~vi"a'VXCrt'c C)ETAXL Cons"'c~~ on '~ro;: ct

1. Performance Area: . Corrective Action
(title)

2. Provide factual information that su@ports the Performance '=valuat'oh
~Sununa

6. There is no evidence of a formal trending program in place and

in use by PP&L QA to identify generic quality problems.





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 'SUMMARY Const uction Project

Performance Area 'Trainin Mana ement Suooort Objective No. TN-1

Evaluator(s) J- Shane, G. Stanley, B. Yatko

Performance Ob 'ective
Management should ensure that an effective program exists for indoctri-
nation, training, and aualification of personne'l involved in'he
project.

II. Scope of Evaluation
This effort included three team members and consumed approximately 50 hours.
When formalized training programs existed, the indoctrination,

qualifications'nd

training programs, training records and procedures were reviewed, and dis-
cussions with training personnel wer'e held. Where informal training existed,
discussions were held with supervisors and subordinates.

Review of the .following work groups'raining effort's was conducted:

Bechtel
Field Supervision
Field Engineering* (Electrical, Mechanical, Piping and

Instrument Control)
Craft Labor (including foremen and general foremen)
Welding«
Quality Assurance*
Quality Control*
Document Control*
Safety*

«Formal training programs

PP&L

III. Conclusion

Project Construction-Site
Proj ect Management-Allentown
Nuclear Plant Engineering

Quality Assurance
Nuclear Planning & Controls

There were no deficiencies observed in the quality of the work which could
be specifically traced to lack of training.



0



PERFORMANCE EVALUATZON SUMMARv Construct'on Project

Training Organization
Pe ormance Area 'bjective No.

Evaluator(s) J. Shane and A. Derkacs 'and T. McKearney

Z.
I

Performance Ob'ective

The training '.organization and administration should ensure effective
control and implementati;on of training activities.

ZZ. Scoae of Evaluation

g

Evaluation of this area was conducted by several team members. The instructions
and records associated with the trai ing programs for:

Bechtel Quality Assurance
iJ~'echtelField Engineering

Bechtel Quality Control
Bechtel Safety
Bechtel Welding
PP&L Quality Assurance
PP&L Project Construction

were reviewed.

Discussions were held with training administrators. Procedures, attendance
records, and other records used to control, implement and document the
training program, were reviewed.

ZZZ. Conclusion

The areas observed were generally satisfactory.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

pe rmance Area General Trainina and Qualification
Evaluator(s)

Objective Nc; TN-3

Per fozmance Ob 'c ive
The training program should ensure that all employees receive
indoctrination and training required, to per orm ef

ectively,'nd

that employees are qualified as appropriate to their assigned
responsibilities.

II. Scope of Evaluation

This part of the evaluation was done in conjunction with Objective Number
TN-l . See TN-1 for Scope of Evaluation and Conclusions.

III. Conclusion





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project

Training Facilities, Equipment
Performance Area . and Material

Zvaluator(s)

Objective Nc . TN-4

Performance Ob'ective
The training facil'ities, equipment, and material should support
and enhance training activities.

II. Scone of Evaluation

This evaluation was made by one team member who spend approximately 8 hours
touring the training facilities and attending training sessions.

III. Conclusion

Training facilities, equipment and material were satisfactory.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUHMARv Cons ruction Project

Per ormance "Area Test Program Objective No.

Evaluator (s ) H. Palmer

Performance Ob'ective
The test program should verify the plant's full capability to operate
as intended .by testing the plant's systems functionally.

ZZ. Scope of Evaluation

Evaluation of the Test Program, including Performance Objectives TC-l through
TC-6, 'was performed by review of the Startup Program Manual, Plant Administra-
tive Procedures, Proj ect 'Pr~d8'uz'es Manual, and selected Construction Field
Procedures.. Additionally, discussions were held with key staff mergers in
the Integrated Startup Group (ISG) including the ISG Supervisor, Assistant
ISG Supervisor, Records Control Group Supervisor, ISG Coordinator, Group
Leader, and Others. Approximately 40 manhours were .devoted to the testing
program. Actual startup testing by the ISG,was not observed bec'ause only
about 10% of the Unit 2 systems have been turned over and no testing was in
progresso

IZZ. Conclusion

The test program as presently structured appears to be capable of meeting
the objectives specified in the FSAR.





PERZORMANCE EVALUATION SUMP'onstruction Project

Test Group Organzzatxon
ance Area and Staffing

Evaluator (s) H. Palmer

Objective Nc. TC-2

Performance Ob 'ective
The test group organization and staffing should ensure effective
implementation of the test program.

EZ. Scone of Evaluation

(-

Organization and staffing of the Integrated'Startup Group (ISG) was evaluated
through review of appropriate administrative procedures, the organization
chart, qualifications of personnel, and discussion with key staff members.
The ISG reports through the Assistant Plant Superintendent-Outages to the Plant
Superintendent. The major units within ISG are Records Control Group,
Scheduling Group, Coordination Group, Special Projects, and Startup Engineers
Group.

Ill. Conclusion
The ISG is sufficiently staffed (about 105 people) with experienced and
qualified personnel to discharge their responsibilities. The organizational
responsibilities are well defined and understood. One weakness was identified
in this area.



PERFORMANCE EVAIUATION SUP2fARY Coristruction Project

-
Per formanc'e Area TEST GROUP ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

Evaluator (s) H. Palmer

Objective Nc. TC-2

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(TC 2-1)

TheISG Supervisor does not maintain nor periodically issue a list
of certified Test Directors. (Detail 1)

Corrective Ac'tion

Administrative Procedure AD 10.1 has been revised to include the requirement
that a current list of certified Test Directors be maintained with the ISG
Training File. The list will be approved by the ISG Supervisor and the.
qualification will be based on the requirements,set forth in the FSAR 14.2,
423.1 and AD 10.1.





PERFOLQCANCE EUf~w'wa'=s'L XUi'< CJET AILS Const'c 'l'«0"~-I t

Perfonnance Area: TEST .GROUP ORGANIZATION & STAFFING

(title) O>. ec- ive ~io. TC-2

2. Provide factual information that sut ports the Performance '=valuation
~summa

. The ISG Supervisor stated that a list of Test Directors has not

been maintained. Qualification records are kept and qualified
system engineers are normally used as test directors.





PERZORMANCE EVALUATZON SUaiRY
\

Construction Project

Per fo~ance Arya Test Plan Objective Nc. Tc-3

Evaluator(s) H. Palmer

-Performance Ob 'ective
The test organization should prepare a plan and a schedule .that
describe the 'sequence of system or component testing to support
major schedule milestones.

ZZ. Scope of Evaluation

Development of the startup schedule, test procedures, resource planning and
individual equipment testing was reviewed. The "100-line" startup milestone
schedule usage by project p'ersonnel was 'evaluated as a tool for planning.
The detailed computer scheduling via Project 2 and detailed equipment
status/testing data base via HAPPERwere reviewed'or effectiveness.

ZZZ. Conclusion

The Integrated Startup Group is making effective use of state of the art
scheduling and p'arming techniques.. The methods used should ensure a close
coordination of efforts within the ISG. There were no findings in this area.

-



PEPZORHANCE EVALUATZON SUMMARY Construction Project

Performance Area

Evaluator (s)

System Turnover for Test

H. Palmer

Objective Nc. TC-4

Z 4 ~ Performance Ob'ective
The construction testing and turnover 'process should be controlled
effectively to ensure that program objectives are met.

ZZ ~ Scone of Evaluation

Plant, Startup, and Construction Administrative Procedures were reviewed.
Discussions were conducted with key staff members. Observation was made

of a two-week walk-down to evaluate the effectiveness of the turnover
process. Turnover documentation was reviewed along with the retest program.

c

ZZZ. Conclusion

System turnover processes appear to be satisfactory. One weakness was

observed in the area of retest.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY Construction Project.

Per formanc.e Area

Evaluator(s)

SYSTEM TURNOVER FOR TEST

H. Palmer

Objective Nc. TO 4

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(TC 4-1)

The possibility exists that test or retest requirements may
be missed when work is done on systems turned over to the ISG.
No mechanism exists to ensure that all Work Authorization
Documents involving an ISG system are reviewed by the cognizant
ISG System Engineer. (Detail 1)

Corrective Action

The problem associated with this finding is not the possibility of completed
work activities not being evaluated for retest but rather the fact that work
activities can be accomplished without the knowledge of the cognizant ISG
system'.engineer.

Two work documents are used for performing work on systems under ISG control.
~

~

~

~

~

The SWA (AS 6e4) which is an ISG document used when Bechtel is to perform the
work, and the WA (AD-QA-502) which is a PP&L document used to document PP&L

work on ISG systems.

The ISG engineer must approve the'WA prior to issuance. The SWA has a retest
requirement block and a Startup Restesting Completed signature block which must
be completed prior to closure.,

AD-QA-502 (PP&L WA) does not require notification to the cognizant system
Startup Engineer unless the WA does not have a need date or priority code

(paragraph 6.2.1).

AD-QA-502, paragraph 6.8.6 requires PMIS as part of the closeout cycle to
forward Part 2 of the WA on all WA's written on systems under. ISG control
to the ISG Coordinator for retest evaluation. The retest evaluation then
occurs in accordance with AD 6.16 (Startup Retest Control). It should be
noted that in this closure cycle, all WA's identified to be on ISG systems
whether or not directly approved by the ISG will be sent to ISG for retest
evaluation.

AD 6.17, PP&L SWA procedure, is currently in draft form. When issued, this
procedure will be used in lieu of the WA for PP&L work on ISG systems during
the Unit 2 startup. This procedure will require the cognizant system startup
engineer to approve the work prior'o issue and also evaluate all work
performed for retest requirements,



PERFORHANCL EV~I.,;; Ului", DE'1'" XI.S Col'1stri:ct~ on '~ro ''

~ea. SYSTEM TURNOVER FOR TEST

(title) objec-: ve Yic. Tc 4

2. Provide factual inforamation that suumorts the Performance Evalu t'Summa

erformanc= '-va uation

A review of plant documentation governing control of work showed
that it is poss'ible for a work authorization to be written
against a system under control of the ISG without approval by
the cognizant ISG engineer. For example, the operating crew
may execute a work authorization to correct an equipment
malfunction.





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUEY Cons~ction'roject

Test, Procedures and
Pe ance Area Test Documents

Evaluator (s) H. Palmer

Objective Nc. TC-5

Z. Performance Ob'ective
Test procedures and test documents should provide appropriate
direction and should be used effectively to verify operat'onal
and design features of respective systems.

II. Sconce of Evaluation

Evaluation of Test Procedures, Procedure Development, Review, and the
Test Review Board was conducted by review of Procedures, Administrative
Controls and discussion with appropriate staff members.

J.II e Conclusion

The startup test procedure development and program appears to be capable
of satisfactorily meeting the FSAR requirements. Some weaknesses were
observed.

:-
I





PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMi41ARY Construction Project

Perfoimance Area

Evaluator (s)

TEST PROCEDURE & TEST DOCUMENTS

H. Palmer

Objective Nc. TC-5

IV. Areas of weakness and corrective action; Good Practices

Finding
(TC 5-l) .

During conduct of a test, there is only one "controlled"
Official Test Copy of the Preoperational Test while there
may be a large number of information copies distributed.
Temporary change notices are not distributed, by program
requirements, to information copy holders even on a limited
basis. For example, copies are not provided to the operating.
cr'ew. (Detail l)

Corrective Action

The Integrated Start Group has reviewed the Test Directives and has decided
to continue the practice of maintaining only one controlled copy of the
test. The following points are considered pertinent:

Uncontrolled copies are provided to the Operating Crew.

TCN's which modify the test are signed by the Supervisor of Operations
or his designee. At this point, Operations has the opportunity to
make a copy and update the operating crew's copy.

Ce Prior to conducting the test, a briefing is conducted by the Test
Director for all appropriate test personnel.

d. All TCN's must be signed by the Shift Supervisor.

In the opinion of the Integrated Startup Group, the above measures are sufficient
to ensure that all involved personnel are adequately informed of any modifications
which may impact on testing.

Conduct of the Preoperational Test Program will be closely monitored. If experience
'shows that more controlled copies of procedures are required, the necessary
direction will be issued at that time:



PERFORMANCE EV~ i.: c'.TXGN DETAXLS Construction P object

l. Performance Area- TEST PROCEDURE & TEST'DOCUMENTS

(title)
Go jec i ive No ~ TC-5

2. Provide factual. information that supports the Performance Evaluation
~summa

1. Review of the Startup Manual showed that procedures require that only

the official test copy of a preoperational test procedure must be

maintained current.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SKQ&&v Construction Pro ject

'-er ormance Area

aluator (s)

Svstem .Status Controls
'.

Palmer...

Objective Nc. TO-g

'erformance Ob ective
A method should'. exist to identify the status of each system or
component and the organization holding control or jurisdiction over
that system or component to prevent interference and ensure equipment
and personnel safety.

I

ZI. Scope of Evaluation

The Administrative Systems for Status Contr'ol and Work Control were reviewed.
This includes the Construction, Startup, and Plant Work Authorization systems,—~he-Safety Tagging and Permit Systems, Temporary Modification Systems,
Boundary Tagging Systems, and Startup Blue Tagging System. Discussions were
held with appropriate members of plant and startup staffs.

III. Conc'sion
The administrative status control systems are satisfactory to exercise
ef ective control. No deficiencies were detected at this early stage
of turnover.




